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Chapter 1
My High School …Our place
Themes:
1. High School -- Bring it on!
2. A Day in the Life of My High School
3. What is Your Next Class?
4. High School Through my Friend´s Eyes
Linguistic Competencies: Goals
Oral and Written Comprehension
Understand others’ expressions of interests regarding school activities (e.g., likes and dislikes, indicating
preferences about subjects and school activities).
Understand short, clear and simple instructions and explanations when delivered slowly.
Understand the main points in short, simple stories, reports short audio announcements and messages
when there is some previous understanding of school activities.
Identify and manipulate English language sounds using knowledge in phonics, syllabification and word
parts.
Find important information in simple text (e.g., schedules, times and dates).
Understand the gist of short articles and ads in age-appropriate magazines (print and/or electronic)
provided the subjects are familiar.
Oral and Written Production
Express common interests about school life such as, “My favorite subject is English”, “I don’t like math”.
Say what exactly he/she does not understand and ask simply for clarification.
Ask straightforward questions in familiar situations (e.g., asking for times, schedules, favorite subjects,
favorite activities) and understand the responses, using short dialogues with some preparation in
advance.
Describe common interests about school activities, the subjects and schedule he /she has at school.
Explain high school through his/her friend/ peers briefly.
7

Write, either by hand or electronically, simple notices of interests, wants or preferences (e.g. school
activities subjects, schedules, and English festivals).
Write, with the help of illustrations, an explanation of what they do every day at school, checking
written sentences to look for mistakes (e.g. subject-verb agreement, capitalization, spelling, basic
punctuation etc.

1. High School -- Bring it on!

Taken from www.easypacelearning.com
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Actions and commands used in a classroom

Taken from www.easypacelearning.com
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Grammar

Taken from www.woodwardenglish.com

Examples:
I study every day.
They attend classes on Saturday.
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Practice

A. Use the correct Subject Pronouns. Watch the words in brackets.
1. ___________ work in group in English class. (My friend and I)
2 ____________ goes to the board and _______ writes her name. (Sophia)
3. __________ is next to the principals ‘office. (Language lab)
4. __________________ is green. (the blackboard)
5. ___________ are on the wall. (the posters)
B. Use the appropriate subject pronouns to rewrite the following sentences.

George goes to the public school. ______________________________________.
My best friend likes my school. ________________________________________.
My sisters have interesting subjects. ___________________________________.
Karla and I attended this school for 6 years. ______________________________.
Kids are good at maths. I'm not so good at biology. ________________________.

Simple Present Tense
The affirmative form of the simple present:
I, you, we, they play.
He, she, it

plays.

Remember the verbs in the third person singular (he,she and it) always take an "s". For example, "he
plays, she sings,it works..."
Examples:




Nancy and James speak good German.
Nancy works in a restaurant downtown.
The children play in the garden every weekend.
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The negative form of the simple present:

I, you, we,they

He, she, it

do not
don't
does not

play.

doesn't

Examples:



No, I don't speak German.
No, she doesn't work in a restaurant downtown

The use of the simple present:
The simple present is used:





to give your opinion - I like ice cream. I don't like spicy food.
to talk about schedules - The library opens at eight. It doesn't open at 7.
to talk about daily habits (routine actions)- Sara eats a cheese for breakfast every day.
She doesn't eat cereal.
to give facts - The earth circles the sun. The moon doesn't circle the sun.

The spelling of the third person singular form of the simple present:
All the verbs take an "s" in the simple present when conjugated in the third person singular (he, she,
it) form:
Examples:



I visit my parents every summer holiday. But my wife visits her parents every weekend.
My brother meets his girlfriend every day.

So the rule is:
He / she / it + Verb + S
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There are however some special cases. Here are the spelling rules:
Silent e

Vowel + y

Consonant + y Verbs ending in o Verbs ending in s, z, sh, tch, ch

close = closes play = plays study = studies go = goes
note = notes say = says marry = marries do = does

miss = misses
buzz = buzzes
hatch = hatches
finish = finishes
teach = teaches

Examples:



She drives to work every morning.
He says he plays football on the weekends



The verb to have changes its forms as follows:
I have two sisters and two brothers. But she has one sister and two brothers.
I have = he / she / it has

Exception:
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Things to remember about the simple present:
1. In the interrogative forms, we use "do" or "does".



"Do you like the house?"
"Does she go to school?"

2; Verbs never take an "s" in the the negative and interrogative forms.




"Does he speak German?"
"Do they play soccer?"
She doesn't like ice cream.

3. don't is the short form of "do not". You can say either:



I do not speak Italian, or
I don't speak Italian.

4.doesn't is the short form of "does not". you can say either:



He does not listen to jazz music, or
He doesn't listen to jazz music.

Examples:
I start classes at 7:00 am
I don’t have classes on Friday afternoon.
She goes to French class at 8:40 am

Practice:
A. Fill in the blanks with appropriate simple present tense form of the verb given in the brackets.
1. The plane …………………………….. at 6.30. (arrive)
2. I will phone you when he …………………………. back. (come)
3. Unless we …………………………………. now we can’t be there on time. (start)
4. The sun ………………………………… in the east. (rise)
5. The next term ……………………………… on Monday. (begin)
6. She ………………………………… an engineer. (be)
7. They ……………………………. our relatives. (be)
14

8. When does the train ………………………………? (depart)
9. Let’s wait till he ……………………………….. his work. (finish)
10. Please ring me up as soon as he ……………………………………. (arrive)
B: Form the 3rd person singular of the Simple Present and write these forms into the grid.

Across
3. hurry
4. watch
5. wish
8. cry
11. play
12. talk
13. find

Down
1. listen
2. go
3. have
6. sleep
7. try
9. say
10. pack
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2. A day in the life of my high school!

Useful school vocabulary
English

Spanish

nursery school

la guardería

kindergarten

jardín de infancia

primary school

el colegio/la escuela

secondary school (Br. Eng.)
high school (Am. Eng.)

el instituto

technical college

la escuela técnica

university

la universidad

a state school

una escuela pública (primary)
un instituo público (secondary)

a private school

una escuela privada (primary)
un instituo privado (secondary)

a public school (Br. Eng.)

un colegio privado

a boarding school

un internado

faculty

la facultad

medicine faculty

la facultad de medicina

the Open University

la Universidad a Distancia

private classes

las clases particulares

the year

el curso

the term

el trimestre

a degree

una licenciatura
16

a course

un curso

to do an English course

hacer un curso de inglés

a degree course

una carrera/licenciatura

I'm in the second year

Estoy en segundo

I study French at university

Estudio francés en la universidad.

to have a degree in chemistry

ser licenciado en química

I graduated last year. (from university)

Acabé/Terminé la carrera el año pasado.
Me licencié el año pasado.

She graduated in French.

Se licenció en francés.

a dissertation

una tesina

a thesis

un tesis

a doctorate/PhD

un doctorado

a master's degree

un master

Teachers and pupils - Los profesores y los alumnos
the headteacher/principal (of a school)

el director/la directora

a teacher

un profesor/una profesora

a primary school teacher

un maestro/una maestra

a pupil

un alumno/una alumna

a boarder

un interno

a maths teacher

un profesor de matemáticas

a classmate

un compañero/una compañera de clase

teacher's pet

el favorito/preferido del profesor

a (college/university) student

un estudiante/una estudiante
17

a lecturer (a university teacher) (Br. eng.)
a professor (Am. Eng.)

un profesor universitario

freshman

estudiante de primer año

a professor (higest academic rank) (Br. Eng.)

un catedrático

At school - En el centro docente
a class

una clase

a classroom

una aula

staffroom

la sala de profesores

the headteacher's office

el despacho del director/de la directora

library

la biblioteca

language lab

el laboratorio de lenguas

the café

el bar

playground

el patio

gym

el gimnasio

auditorium/assembly hall/school hall

el salón de actas

a desk

un pupitre

blackboard

la pizarra

chalk

la tiza

board rubber/eraser

el borrador

school bag

la cartera

a book

un libro

an exercise book

un cuaderno

a notebook

una libreta
18

a dictionary

un diccionario

a pencil case

un estuche

a pencil

un lápiz

a ballpoint pen

un bolígrafo

an fountain pen

una pluma

a rubber (Br. Eng.)/an eraser (Am.Eng.)

una goma

a ruler

una regla

a pencil sharpener

un sacapuntas

a calculator

una calculadora

Phrases - Frases
to go to school/university

ir al colegio/instituto/a la universidad

to study

estudiar

to learn

aprender

to do my/your homework

hacer los deberes

to know

saber

to play truant
to skive off (colloquial)

hacer novillos
pirarse

to miss class/school

faltar a clase

Exams - Los exámenes
to sit/take an exam

presentarse a/hacer un examen
examinarse

to pass

aprobar
19

to fail

suspender

marks/grades

las notas/las calificaciones

an oral exam

un examen oral

a written exam

un examen escrito

a multiple choice test

un examen tipo test

(public/state) competitive exams

las oposiciones

to revise

repasar

to prepare for an exam

prepararse para un examen

to repeat a year

repetir curso
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Practice: Read the sentences and guess the subject
In this subject we learn things about God :
Here we learn to add, to subtract, to multiply and to divide:
I like this! I learn about our country, the provinces, rivers, etc:
Here we learn how to speak other language:
Students enjoy it a lot! They can practice sports:
It’s a lovely time! We learn how to sing well:
Here we use crayons, colors and paints. We learn how to draw:
In this subject we can learn about our past and important dates in our country:
We learn more about our own language:
We learn about what happened in the past:
In this subject we ca make experiments:

Grammar
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Taken from Learn English with Alex Ben

Practice: Answer the questions below. Use short answer.
1. Do you like math? ______________________________.
2. Do you like English? ____________________________.
3. Is your sister in the French class? _________________.
B. Transform the sentences into yes – no questions.
1. I need to pass the Science`s test. _______________________________________
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2. kids like to play with the teacher`s pet. ___________________________________
3. the sharpener is under the table. ________________________________________
4. my teacher is in the staffroom. __________________________________________
5. we study French at University. __________________________________________
6. The term begins in two weeks. _________________________________________
7. Pupils have an Oral Exam. _____________________________________________
8. the desks are next to the door __________________________________________
Practice: Complete the sentences with the correct verb form.
1.I------------------(wake up) at half past six in the morning.
2. Dave -----------------(get up) five minutes after waking up.
3. Steve -------------------(have) a very hot shower.
4. Helen----------------------(wash) her face with cold water.
5. Steve---------------(put on ) his clothes alone now.
6. To please her mum, Stella ---------------(make) her bed every morning.
7. Afterwards she -------------------( have) a very big breakfast with cereals.
8. Max--------------------(brush) his teeth twice a day , after breakfast and before going to bed.
9. Ken and his little sister----------------(take) their schoolbags and --------------------(walk) to school.
10. David --------------------( go) there and -------------------(come back) on his skateboard.
11. My friends and I ------------------(take) the bus to and from school.
12. John , who is very serious always ----------------(lift) his hand during the morning classes.
13. Steve -------------------( play) with his friends during the morning break.
14. After break , Lena ---------------(enjoy) her maths lessons.
15. Then we all --------------------(eat ) our lunch in the school canteen.
16. We often -------------------( practise) sports
in the afternoon.
17. After school John-----------------(go) back home and ------------------(arrive) there at 5.00 pm.
18. Stella , who -----------(be) always hungry -------- (have ) a little snack.
19. Then we all ------------(do) our homework and --------------------(learn ) our lesson.
20. Some time before dinner, John -------------------(walk) his dogs , then he --------------( feed) them.
21 . In the meantime his little sister ----------------( help) their mum with the dinner.
22. Then , they -----------------(have) dinner all together as a loving family.
23. My neighbour sometimes------------------(watch)
a little television before going to bed , but not too late!
24. Finally , he , like any other girls or boys ---------( go ) to bed and --------------( dream) of the next
day to come!
23
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Practice Write the correct form of the possessives.
EXAMPLE:
We have two …………... holiday in October. (weeks)
ANSWER:
We have two weeks' holiday in October.

1. Sarah is ___________ aunt. (Emily)
2. These are our ________________ cats. (friends)
3. Let's meet at _____________ for lunch. (Giovanni)
4. Where is the _____________ shower? (ladies)
5. This is our _____________ car. (boss)
6. My ___________ dad is my uncle. (cousin)
7. Did you read _____________ newspaper? (yesterday)
8. Our grandparents live in an old ____________ home. (people)

Examples
My favorite subject is English.
His favorite teacher is Juan.
Her favorite class is math.
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Practice. Complete the sentences with the correct possessive adjective.

my

your

his her its our

their

1. The boy likes________________ school.
2. Mary sees __________ mother every day.
3. My teachers bring___________ children to our place on Saturdays.
4. The cat eats _____________ food quickly.
5. I often forget _____________ key.
6. You write in __________book in class.
7. We bring ____________pencils to class.
8. The men always bring ______________wives to the party.
9. Mr Adams teaches_______________ class in the morning.
10. She likes to give presents to ___________________grandchildren.
11.They never do _______________homework.
12.Ali sometimes wear ____________green t-shirt.
13.We love ________________school.
14.Ayse and Ahmet play with __________________ sisters.
15.You always wear ______________uniform at school.
16. I rarely walk to ___________________school.
17.We eat _______________lunch at 12 a.m.
18.The bird always sleeps in _________________ nest.
19.She always forget _________________books in the cupboard.
20.He often speaks to ________________friends.
21.They close _____________books.
22.Where is (I) ___________ book?
23.Here is (we) _______________ teacher.
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24.She goes to school with (she) _____________ brother.
25.(They)_________father works in a car factory.
26.(You)_____________ laptop is very expensive.
27.(He )______________favourite hobby is tennis.
28.(I) __________________husband and I want to go to Paris.
29.Leila likes (she) __________________ dog !
30.(It) _____________________name is Bobby
31.(They)____________names are Joseph and Jacobs.
32.(I)________________teacher loves me 
33.(We) ________________school is very nice.
34.(You)_________________ house is near the hospital.
35.(She) ____________________ father is a doctor.
36.(We)__________________ bicycles are very fast.
37.(You)__________________lesson is English.
38.(I) ________________shoes are new.
39.(He)__________________sister is 2 years old.
40.(It) ___________________name is Boncuk.

3. What is your next class?

Vocabulary:
First, second, last, my first class, What’s your schedule, what classes do you
have? When do you have lunch? It starts at...
What time does it end? timetable. What’s your favorite class? recess/brake time
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Adverbs of Sequence



Function
We use adverbs of sequence to tell
people the order.
FIRST – NEXT – THEN –
AFTER THAT – Finally -



Examples:
First, we have a science lesson. Then, we go to a
language lab. After that, we take a math test.
Finally, our last class ends at 4:00. ended at

We use adverbs of sequence in 4:00.
procedures or itineraries.

Practice: Rewrite the sentences

1. He listens to the radio. (often) _______________________________________
2. They read a book. (sometimes) ______________________________________
3. Pete gets angry. (never) ____________________________________________
4. Tom is very friendly. (usually) _______________________________________
5. I take sugar in my coffee. (sometimes) ________________________________
6. Ramon and Frank are hungry. (often) _________________________________
7. Walter helps his father in the kitchen. (usually) _________________________
8. They watch TV in the afternoon. (never) _______________________________
9. Christine smokes. (never) ___________________________________________
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1. Look at Ann’s timetable and answer the questions.

9:00-9:45
9:45-10:30
10:30-11:00
11:00-11:45
11:45-12:30
12:30-14:00
14:00-14:45
14:45-15:30

Monday
English
History
BREAK
Science
Literature
LUNCH
Grammar
Portuguese

Tuesday
Art
Geography

Wednesday
Music
Maths

Thursday
Sports
History

Friday
Music
Literature

English
English

Literature
History

Grammar
Maths

English
Maths

Sports
Study

Science
Computer

Computer
Geography

Art
Portuguese

a)-What days does Ann have History?
Ann has History on_____________________________________________________________________
b) - What subjects does Ann have on Thursday afternoon?
____________________________________________________________________________________
c)-What days does she have Portuguese?
____________________________________________________________________________________
d)-What time does Ann have Maths on Thursday?
____________________________________________________________________________________
e)-Does Ann have Science?
____________________________________________________________________________________
f)-What subjects does Ann have on Wednesday?
____________________________________________________________________________________
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4. High School Through my Friend’s Eyes.

Extra – Curricular Activities Vocabulary

1 band

5 football

9 school newspaper

13 debate club

2 orchestra

6 cheer leading / pep squad

10 yearbook

14 computer club

3 choir/chorus 7 student government

11 literary magazine

15 international club

4 drama

12 A.V. crew

16 chess club

8 community service

More Vocabulary
Return to school, visit and exchanges, parents’ day, sports / dance competitions, English Day,
matches, festivals, fairs, parades, lessons, games, playtime, school clubs, open house.

Conversation about after school extracurricular activities
A. are you going home after school?
B. No. I have _________ practice. (Use numbers 1 to 6)

A. are you going home after school?
B. No I have a ________ meeting (Use numbers 7 to 16)

Exercise. Answer these questions about after school extracurricular activities
What extracurricular activities do you participate in?
Which extracurricular activities in this lesson are there in schools in your country?
What other activities are there that are not in this lesson?
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Grammar

Taken from https://www. PRESENT+CONTINUOUS
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Practice:
A. Write questions by putting the words in the correct order.
1. English classes – your – are – when
2. your / name / What / English teacher´s / is
3. are / notebooks / your / Where
4. is / When / Spanish test / the

B. Read the answers. Then write questions about the underlined words.
1.
My math teacher is Mr. Soto.
2.
My best friend is 13 years old.
3.
My backpack is under my desk.
4.
Ashly´s notebook is on the table.
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Taken from focus on Grammar Book

Practice: Circle the correct verb.
1. Dad am/is/are
reading the newspaper.

4. David am/is/are
eating an apple.

2. Look! I am/is/ are riding
my bike!

5. Our teachers am/
is/are talking.

7. The dog and the boy
am/is/are playing
in the park.

3. We am/is/are
dancing.

6. Mrs Jonas am/
is/are sitting.

8. My friend am/is/are
rollerblading.
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B. Give short answers.
1 Is Maria having lunch in the classroom? _______________
2 Am I doing my Science project? _______________
3 It’s 1.50. Are we doing Geography _______________
4 Is Mark sleeping?
_______________
5 Is Mr Bradford looking at Amy? _______________
6 It’s 3.25. Are the children going home? _______________
7 Is Claire getting dressed?
_______________
8 It’s 10.21. Is Peter revising Maths? _______________

C. Rewrite the sentences using the negative forms.
1. We are playing a game. ________________________________________
2. I'm drawing a picture. _________________________________________
3. He is making pizza right now. ____________________________________
4. Susan and her brother are taking photos. ___________________________
5. Dad is working in the kitchen. _____________________________________
D. Write questions in present progressive.
1. Robin / to ride / his bike - ________________________________
2. where / she / to go - ____________________________________
3. what / your mother / to do / now __________________________
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Speaking
You are a reporter, interview your classmates about their after-school activities. Put down their answers
below.

QUESTIONS

-Do you have any after-school activities?
-What will you do after school?
-Anything fun you do after school?

Future Tense

Taken from Language Booster Book
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Form

Examples: We are going to make pizza this evening.
Are you going to study this weekend?
Important Note: We use the future going to for something we intend to do in the future.
Time expressions: tomorrow, tonight, soon, next month – year, etc. this week – month etc.

Practice: Write four sentences about What are you going to do after class, tomorrow? Remember to
use Future Tense.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
_____________
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B. Complete the sentences using Future Tense in Affirmative form.
1. The English lesson ________________ at 8:45. (to start)
1. We _______________________ his friend. (to phone)
2. They ___________________ new computer game. (to play)
3. My sister _________________ TV. (to watch)
4. You _________________ picnic next Tuesday. (to have)
5. The principal __________________ to the office. (to go)
Readings
Read the text.

Going to the Zoo (going to future)
Hi! My name is Hannah and I am nine years old. I am so excited! I am excited because tomorrow my
daddy’s going to take me to the zoo. I love the zoo!
We are going to see snakes! The last time I went to the zoo I saw the cutest tiny green snake. I want to
see more snakes!
We are going to see the tigers. I am going to roar at the tigers! Can you roar like a tiger too?
I am going to hop like a kangaroo when I see the kangaroos! When I see the penguins I am going to
waddle like them. They look so funny when they walk!
I am going to sing like the birds and I am going to flap my arms and fly with them too! I am going to
be a beautiful blue bird with a bright yellow beak! My song will be the most beautiful song ever!
We are going to find the giraffes too. They have very long necks. I am going to pretendthat my neck is
very long just like a giraffe! I don’t like eating leaves like giraffes do. No, leaves taste awful!
I am only going to pretend to eat them.
My daddy’s going to let me buy something from the gift shop. I don’t know what I am going to want but
I can’t wait to see what there is! We are going to have fun! I am so excited!
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Comprehension Check:
Did you understand the story? Are these sentences true?
1. Hannah is excited because she is going to go to the zoo tomorrow. Yes or no?
2. Hannah is six years old. Yes or no?
3. Hannah likes to pretend that she is an animal. Yes or no?
4. Her mother is taking her to the zoo. Yes or no?
5. Hannah knows how to fly. Yes or no?

Phonology
Long Vowels
The alphabet sounds (when the vowel “says its name”) are called “long vowels.”
We call them ‘long’ because we hold them longer than the short sounds, but they are completely
different sounds-- not a longer version of the same sound.


Long A (ā ), pronounced /eɪ/ as in ate or mate,



Long E (ē ), pronounced /iː/ as in eat or meat (or meet or mete-- all pronounced the same),



Long I (ī), pronounced /aɪ/ as in mite or might,



Long O (ō), pronounced /oʊ/ as in oats, mote or moat, and



Long U (ū), pronounced /juː/ in mute.

Silent ‘E’ Rule: When a vowel and consonant are followed by an ‘e’, the ‘e’ is almost always silent, but
it causes the preceding vowel to be long. (Examples: ate, plane, Pete, bite, nine, rope, note, cube, flute.)
Other Long Vowels: A vowel at the end of a syllable is almost always long. Examples: I, we, he, she, go,
try, potato and tomato.(Some English speakers use a short ‘a’ in the 2nd syllable, while others use a
long ‘a,’ but both ‘o’s are long for everyone.)
-Igh and -ight are usually long I (and silent GH): bright, fight, high, light, might, night, right, sigh, sight,
tight.
Often the first letter of the vowel combinations, especially ‘ai’, ‘ay’, ‘ea’ (sometimes-- see Digraphs,
below), ‘ee’, & ‘oa,’ will be long & the second will be silent. (An old rhyme for children says “when 2
39

vowels go walking, the first does the talking.”) So ’plain’ sounds just like ‘plane,' ‘meat’ and ‘meet’ like
‘mete,’ etc.
Common Examples of Long Vowels
These contrasts demonstrate the rules (in each column, first short, and then long):
O: long

A: long

A: long

robe

bake

cane

hope

snake

plain/plane

mope

fade

tape

U: long

made/maid

ate

cube

same

Kate

tube

E: long

E: long

huge

bead

beat/beet

O: long

bean

mete/meat/meet

coat

mean

Pete

note

teen

seat

rote/wrote

I: long

I: long

U: long

like

fine

hide

shine

flute

slide

bite

mute

dime

light/lite

time

sight/site

cute
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Practice: Listen to you teacher pronouncing the words below. Repeat them.
Sea

place

Cheek

oat

Like

fail

Chapter 2
Let the Good Times Roll!
Themes:
1. Fun times: Inside and Out
2. What´s your favorite?
3. Ready to play: Tell me the rules
4. Up Close and Personal

Oral and Written Comprehension
Understand isolated, familiar words and phrases when listening to clear, slow, and basic text read
aloud.
Extract important information from audio texts (e.g., sports announcements, sports scores) provided
the message is delivered clearly.
Understand the most important points in a straightforward conversation, story, account or
presentation accompanied by drawings and/or diagrams provided, if it is told slowly and clearly.
Identify and manipulate English language sounds using knowledge in phonics, syllabification and word
parts.
Recognize some key terminology from subject areas (e.g., labels on sports equipment).
Understand the main idea and two or three details in texts written in simple language using high
frequency words and/or words recognized from other known languages.
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Understand most of what occurs in a well-structured short story and the story’s main
Oral and Written Production
Invite others to practice or attend different sports.
Exchange information about everyday matters using simple vocabulary (e.g., weekend activities, sports,
hobbies, interest and entertainment).
Ask and answer questions about favorite sports, places to practice, equipment needed, outstanding
players and achievements.
Describe a day in sports he/she will never forget.
Explain briefly a sport, a sports team, a videogame he/she knows well.
Use simple sentences and expressions to describe sports, videogames and leisure activities.
Prepare simple reminders or notes regarding sports or videogames for personal use (e.g., notes,
agendas, calendars).
Write an introduction or conclusion to a story with the help of a dictionary, checking written sentences
to look for mistakes (e.g., subject-verb agreement, capitalization, spelling, basic punctuation etc.).

1. Fun times: Inside and Out

Vocabulary:
running, walking, cycling, skate-boarding, karate, sailing, kayaking, white water rafting, swimming,
gymnastics, boxing, work out, baseball, soccer, snorkeling, scuba diving surfing, windsurfing,
basketball, volleyball, sports, equipment,
fishing, hit, throw, catch, pass, serve, shoot, hop,
jump push, exercise, games.
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Taken from www.english.branina. Com
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Sport Actions
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Practice: A Write the English name of the sport you identify.

……………………….

…………………

……………………

………………………

…………………

……………………….

……………………….

…………………

………………… ……………………….

……………………

……………………….

……………………

……………………

……………………….

……………….

Word bank
(Note: You will only need 16 sports out of the 25 listed)
American football - badminton - baseball - basketball – boxing - cycling – dancing football – golf –
gymnastics - (ice) hockey – horse riding –
ice-skating - judo – karate – rollerblading - rugby –
running – skiing - swimming - taekwondo - tennis – volleyball – water polo – weightlifting
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B. What sports are they? Use the words from the chart.
high-jump karate football basketball ice-hockey boxing golf skiing diving tennis

1 The sport of fighting with your hands, wearing thick gloves:
2 A sport where people jump over a high bar:
3 A game for two or four players who hold rackets and hit a small ball over a net:
4 A game for two teams of five players who try to throw a ball into a high net:
5 The sport of moving over snow on skis:
6 A Japanese sport where people fight with their hands and feet:
7 A game that two teams play on ice:
8 The sport of jumping into water or swimming under water:
9 A game that you play by hitting a small ball into holes with a club:
10 A game for two teams of eleven players who try to kick a ball into a goal on a field called pitch:

Differences between Indoor and Outdoor Sports
Both indoor, as well as outdoor games, are very entertaining to play. Even watching the game is an
entertaining thing among itself. Games and sports are some of the powerful tools for building social
lives and maintaining a fit image. Some games are played indoors as well as outdoors. For example,
chess is an indoor game but it can be played outside in a park bench. Soccer is an outdoor sport but huge
stadiums are built for the sake of playing soccer, which is kind of an indoor thing. Tennis and badminton
both are outdoor games but are played indoors too. So the real question is …what is even the definition
of the indoor or outdoor game? In this following article, we will take a look at some differences as well
similarities between indoor games and outdoor sports. Here are Top 10 Differences between Indoor
and Outdoor Sports. Read on.
10. Rules
At number 10 of Differences between Indoor and Outdoor Sports, we have rules. Outdoor games have
more technical and sophisticated rules than indoor games. Indoor games. While made for family time
fun can also have complicated rules and regulations but it is less likely so. Indoor games have fun rules
while outdoor games have really tough rules and regulations that player ought to follow.
9. Uniforms
At number 9 of Differences between Indoor and Outdoor Sports, we have uniforms. Indoor games don’t
have any uniforms because most of them are single player such as chess. However outdoor games are
played in teams and thus it is mandatory that each team has a designated uniform to identify them by.
It would be very difficult to identify team members without a uniform. Also it gives away a lot of
sponsorship offers for the merchandise companies which lead to sales and thus making money off of
the jerseys and so called uniforms. So in a way uniforms are feeding the consumerism in the world.
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8. Players
At number 8 of Differences between Indoor and Outdoor Sports, we have Players. As said in the earlier
point, there are multiple players in outdoor games and there are fewer in indoor games as compared.
Outdoor games such as cricket as well as soccer require more than 10 players per team whereas
outdoor games like golf require only one. Indoor games like chess is played between two people
but table tennis can be played in couples. So there are few exceptions in the number of players in both
indoor and outdoor games.
7. Techniques
At number 7 of Differences between Indoor and Outdoor Sports, we have techniques. Outdoor games
usually require physical strength whereas players of indoor game usually are depended on luck or
mental ability. Rules and regulations of different sports lead to different technical advancements.
Players gradually learn or adapt to these techniques in time. For example a chess player doesn’t need
to know the best way to score a goal or stick a landing. Those techniques are for football players and
gymnasts respectively.
6. Environmental restrains
At number 6 of Differences between Indoor and Outdoor Sports, we have environmental restrains. We
don’t control the nature or environment. Certain environmental restrains come into factor in case of
outdoor sports. Indoor sports win in this section. Rain, hailstorm, snowfall, excessive heat, etc. all are
reasons that can lead to cancellation of a game. We have often witnessed cricket matches being
postponed due to a bad weather. Indoor games don’t suffer these consequences.
5. Equipment
At number 5 of Differences between Indoor and Outdoor Sports, we have equipment. Because outdoor
games are complicated and require a team effort most of the time, the equipment they deal with is
also very vibrant. The equipment for outdoor sports usually include safety paddings, shoes, protective
gears and all that but they also include vehicles specially made for that sport as well as heart and brain
monitors . Example being mountain biking requires specially made bikes for the sport along with
protective gears. Indoor games usually don’t deal with such fancy equipment.
4. Fitness
Speaking of Differences between Indoor and Outdoor Sports, we have fitness. As we all know that
indoor games can be played outside and outdoor games can be played inside. But for the sake of this
list, we are taking into picture, the stereotypical indoor games such as chess and other board games.
And it is evident that chess doesn’t help in boosting physical health. But it is definitely the best for
mental development. Physical and mental fitness are the two different aspects between indoor and
outdoor sport. The later helps in boosting metabolism while the former is good for entertainment and
self-help.
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3. Virtual games
Now, indoor games are not only limited to board games in this era of technology. There are video
games that have made teenagers crazy for them. The literal addiction has led to gaming championships
where people compete for money for playing video games! While this virtual game is the perfect
amalgamation of outdoor and indoor games, it is counted as the later one. Football themed games,
superhero themed games as well as road racing themed games have taken attention off of outdoor
games for quite a time now. Nevertheless the concept of playing an outdoor game while sitting on the
couch is fascinating in itself.
2. Time taken
A very intense game of chess might take days to complete. As talked earlier, virtual games or video
games are very time consuming too. Indoor games have no time limit to be precise. Outdoor games
however have a fixed time and schedule. This is one of the best parts of an outdoor game. It has precise
time table of when things are going to be over unlike indoor games. It takes out a lot of confusion out
from the game for the watchers. However it builds up the tension for the player. But what is a good
game if it doesn’t have the player sweating. Right? Players of indoor games are very relaxed and chilled
in this scenario.
1. Effort
As we all know outdoor sports take more effort and physical energy to play than indoor sport. In this
section both the games are winners depending on who is playing the game. If it is an introvert who is
playing, then he or she is bound to like the idea of staying indoor and use very little effort in
entertainment. On the other hand, if an extrovert of adventure seeker is playing, he will love this fact
that the game has so much to do with outdoor and fresh air. While indoor games may begin to get a bit
monotonous after some time … outdoor games will be non – boring forever.
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Practice: Classify the Sports according to each category. Use the vocabulary studied.
Individual Sports

Team Sports

Outdoor Sports

Indoor Sports
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Verbs follow by infinitives or ing: like – want – would like
Examples:
I like going swimming – I don’t like going swimming. (Gerund)
I don’t want to play soccer – I want to play soccer. (Infinitive)
I would like to go to the match. (Infinitive)

Yes/no Questions
Examples:
Do you like playing soccer?
Does she like dancing?
Would you like to play tennis?

Information Questions
Examples:
What does she like to do on Sunday?
When do you play soccer?
What video games would you like to play today?

Remember:
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Important verbs to know.
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Practice: Complete with the correct form of the verbs oi the brackets.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Karen would like ____________ (go ( out for dinner tonight.
I don’t want ______________ ( get ( up early tomorrow.
Would you like ______________( pla( rugby?
She likes _________( play tennis at the weekends.

What is the difference between "would like and "like”?
Showing the difference between two structures
"Would like" is used to mean "want", but it is used for more polite expressions.








I would like a cold cola.
She would like to buy a new car.
Would you like to go to the cinema?
Would you like to eat an apple?
He wouldn't like to join us.
Would you like a piece of cake?
Would you like some more tea?

like" is used for the things you generally love, enjoy . We use like to talk about things we like all the time.





I like swimming. It's my hobby.
She likes watching movies. She goes to cinema very week.
Do you like dancing?

Practice:
1.
2.
3.
4.

I ________ to have a car.
I ____________ lions and tigers very much.
She __________ playing golf.
I _____________ to eat a pizza tonight.
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1. Which of these sports follow the word play? The word go? The word do?

_______ aerobics

_______ football

_______ badminton

_______ golf

_______ baseball

_______ gymnastics

_______ basketball

_______ hockey

_______ bowling

_______ horseback riding

_______ cycling

_______ ice-skating

_______ fishing

_______ jogging

_______ judo

_______ karate

_______ rock climbing

_______ roller-skating

_______ sailing

_______ skiing

_______ soccer

_______ surfing

_______ swimming

_______ tennis

_______ volleyball

_______ walking

_______ weight lifting

_______ windsurfing
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Practice: According to your opinion, answer the questions below
What’s your favorite
sport?

How many hours of sports
do you have in school?

Which sports have you
played?

Which sports do you
think are dangerous?

Is there a sports centre
near your home?

Which sports are
popular in your
country?

Do you prefer playing or
watching sports?

How often do you play it?

Which sport would you
like to try?
Explain why.

Playing sports or
computer games?
Which do you prefer?
Why?

Talk about them.
Name 3 sports played
with a ball.

Do you prefer individual
or team sports?

Who’s your favourite
sports personality?

Name 3 winter sports.

Explain why.

Name 3 team sports and
3 individual sports.
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3. Ready to play: Tell me the rules
How do you play / do some of these sports?
BADMINTON
A racquet sport played by either two players (singles) or two pairs (doubles). Played on a court
divided by a net with racquets and a shuttlecock. You play a game of badminton. /th>
CRICKET
A teamgame, usually played outdoors, on a cricket pitch, with a bat, a cricket ball, and stumps, There
are11 players on each team. You play a cricket match.
DARTS
Darts is played by two players. Darts are thrown at a dart board. You play a game of darts or a darts
match.
FOOTBALL (FOOTY)
A team sport, usually played outdoors, on a football pitch, with a round football, a goal, with two
teams of 11 players, and a goal keeper (goalie). You play a game of football or a football match.
Americans insist on calling it soccer.
GOLF
Usually played by individuals, golf is played on a golf course, using several types of golf clubs and a
golf ball. You play a game of golf or a round of golf.
RUGBY
A team sport, played outdoors, on a rugby pitch, with an oval rugby ball, and two teams of 15
players. You play a game of rugby or a rugby match.
TENNIS
A racquet sport played by either two players (singles) or two pairs (doubles). Played on a court
divided by a net with racquets and a tennis ball. You play a game of tennis or a tennis match.
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Taken from English Woodward

Examples:
Can
Can you play
soccer?
Yes, I can
Can she swim?
Yes, She can
Can/Could
Can you play
soccer with me on
the weekend?
Could you play
with me at 3:00
pm?
Yes, I can.
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Practice: Answer the questions about yourself.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Can you play basketball?
Could you run fast when you were a child?
Can you swim well?
Can you play tennis?
Could you play many games when you were a child?
Can you ski or skate?

2. Make questions.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Suzie can’t sing.
Sally can’t skate.
Sally can run fast.
David can’t play tennis.
Simon can play basketball.
My sister can’t swim.

Speaking

1. Make a list of 5 things you couldn’t do when you were little, and you can now.

2. Interview two classmates about 5 different sports/ activities. Use can/ could/ can’t/ couldn’t.
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Gerunds
The gerund looks exactly the same as a present participle, but it is useful to understand the difference
between the two. The gerund always has the same function as a noun (although it looks like a verb).
THE GERUND AS THE SUBJECT OF THE SENTENCE
EXAMPLES
Dancing is a great way to keep in shape.
Camping on the beach is a wonderful experience.
Doing exercise is good for you.
Practice:

B. What are the benefits of playing sport? Use Gerunds as a subject.
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
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Example: There are certain rules in soccer. First, you cannot use your hands. Then, you have to kick
the ball with your feet. After that, the player tries to pass the ball to other player. Finally, the winner
team is the one that scores a goal.

Practice: Choose one sport. Explain the rules and how it is played. Use sequence Adverbs.
Sport:
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
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4.Up close and personal: A day I´ll never forget
Warm / up
What’s your favorite sports?
Who’s your favorite athlete?
Can you play a sport?
Do you do karate?

Readings
Running a Marathon
A marathon is a race that is 42.2 kilometres long. Many cities host marathons. You can run marathons
in Toronto, Ottawa, Boston, New York City, and many other places around the world. Many
marathons include shorter races of 5 km, 10 km, or 20 km. To be allowed to run some of the famous
marathons like Boston or New York, you have to prove that you can run it fast enough. Some
marathons can also be "run" in a wheelchair. The fastest male marathon runners can run the course
in just over two hours while the fastest women finish in about two and a half hours.
Vocabulary help:




km = kilometre
host - The host city is the city where the marathon is run.
male - A male runner is a runner who is a man.

More vocabulary? Click on the icon that looks like a book, to the left
Comprehension Check:
1. You can run a marathon in many cities around the world. Yes or no?
2. A marathon is a race that is 42.2 kilometres long. Yes or no?
3. The fastest women runners take three hours to finish a marathon. Yes or no?
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Soccer - World Cup 2010
Soccer is a very popular sport in many countries. The World Cup is held every four years. Thirty two
teams from around the world compete in this tournament. In 2010 the World Cup was played in
South Africa from June 26 to July 10. The games were watched on television by millions of people
around the world. Spain won this World Cup. They beat Netherlands in the final game by a score of 1
to 0. The next World Cup is in 2014 and it will be played in Brazil.
Vocabulary help:






compete (verb) - to take part in a race, a game, or a competition
determine (verb) - to decide on what will happen.
final (adjective) - last. The final game in the World Cup is usually the game that determines
which team is the winner of the competition.
millions - one million = 1,000,000 . Millions is another way of saying very many.
soccer - In North America soccer is what everyone else calls football.

More vocabulary? Click on the icon that looks like a book, to the left
Comprehension Check:
Did you understand the story? Are these sentences true?
1. The World Cup is held every 5 years. Yes or no?
2. In 2010 the World Cup was played in South Africa. Yes or no?
3. There were a lot of goals in final game of the 2010 World Cup. Yes or no?

Fill in the Blanks:
4. ________________________ teams from around the world competed in the 2010 World Cup.
5. The winner of the 2010 World Cup was ______________________. They beat
____________________________ in the final game.
6. The next World Cup is in Brazil in ______________________.
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Dominoes
Dominoes are pieces of wood, plastic, cardboard or bone that are called tiles. The tiles are rectangular
and each one has two square halves. Dominoes have dots on them. They look like flattened dice.
These tiles are used to play games with. There is a large number of different games that use
dominoes. Some of the games are simple, easy games. Other games are more complex and they
require skill and strategy. Most of the games involve matching squares with the same number of dots.
Dominoes are known throughout the world. Domino sets and games vary between cultures. People of
all ages can play dominoes. Some dominoes that are used by children have pictures on them instead
of dots. The children play the game by matching the pictures.
Vocabulary help:












bone (noun) - the hard parts inside of a person or animal. Your skeleton is all your bones.
cardboard (noun) - a stiff material made of layers of paper. Boxes and signs are made of
cardboard.
complex (adjective) - not simple.
flattened (verb) past tense of to flatten - to make flat.
matching (verb) participle of to match - to bring together because of being equal or the same.
plastic (noun) - an artificial substance made from certain kinds of chemicals that can be shaped
when soft.
rectangular (adjective) - having the shape of a rectangle ( a shape with 4 sides)
require (verb) - to make something necessary. When someone requires you to do something,
you must do it.
skill (noun) - an ability to do something well, especially because of training or practice.
strategy (noun) - a method or plan of action that you intend to use for some purpose.
vary (verb) - to change from something else, or to be different from other things.

More vocabulary? Click on the icon that looks like a book, to the left
Comprehension Check:
Did you understand the story? Are these sentences true?
1. Dominoes are square. Yes or no?
2. People of all ages can play dominoes. Yes or no?
3. All domino games are easy to play. Yes or no?
4. Dominoes usually have dots on them. Yes or no?
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Fill in the Blanks:
5. _______________ are pieces of wood, plastic, ______________ or bone.
6. Complex games of dominoes require ________________ and strategy.
7. Dominoes look like ______________ dice.
8. The domino pieces are called _______________.
9. Dominoes are played all over the ___________________ but different cultures play different
games.
10. Children's dominoes have ________________ on them.
Answer the questions.







What’s your favourite sport?
How often do you play it?
When was the last time you played it?
Do you prefer team sports or individual
sports?
Do you think sports are important? Why
(not)?
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Practice: According to the readings. Write the translation of the words below.
won
finish
racer

Gold medal
championship
improved

A. Describe a Picture
The following picture shows a sport scene. You should describe what the picture shows and then go
on to describe what is also happening around the picture, Include lots of detail and write as much as
you can.

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
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Chapter 3
Something to Celebrate!
Themes:
1. Let’s celebrate: Holidays with My Family
2. Let’s celebrate: Latin American Holidays and Festivals
3. Let’s celebrate: Holidays and Festivals around the World
4. A holiday to remember: One of my favorites

Linguistic Competencies: Goals
Oral and Written Comprehension
Understand main information in short, straightforward audio messages if these messages are delivered
slowly and clearly (e.g., holidays and celebrations).
Understand specific details in an audio advertisement if it is delivered clearly and related to his/her
interest.
Understand the gist of overheard conversations generally.
Identify and manipulate English language sounds using knowledge in phonics, syllabification and
word parts.
Follow a set of clear-cut instructions (e.g., what to do if you attend a festival or celebration),
especially if there are pictures.
Understand chronological order within special sentence structures using linkers: sequential past
time
Oral and Written Production
Ask and answer about local holidays, celebrations and festivals.
Ask and answer about holidays and festivals in Costa Rica, Latin America and around the World.
Accept or refuse invitations politely.
Describe a holiday, celebration and festival in a short presentation, prepared in advance but not read,
in pair-share or small group.
Describe what he/she did on his /her last holiday, individually.
Write short messages, for example to make or change an invitation or an appointment to meet on a
holiday, a festival or a celebration.
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Write a text message or a postcard/e-postcard to friends to give news about holidays, festivals or
celebrations, checking written sentences to look for mistakes (e.g. subject-verb agreement,
capitalization, spelling, basic punctuation etc.).

1. Let’s celebrate: Holidays with My Family
Vocabulary:
Bullfights, live music, folk dancing, carnival with rides, games, parade, concerts, fireworks, oxcart parade and procession, hand carved masks, traditional costumes rodeo, street fairs,
traditional food, beauty contest, live music and sporting events.

What is a celebration?
It is a joyful occasion for special festivities to mark some happy event.
What is the difference between holiday, festival and vacation?
Holiday
Holiday is a contraction of holy and day, holidays originally represented special religious days.
This word has evolved in general usage to mean any extra special day of rest (as opposed to
regular days of rest such as the weekend).
Festival
A festival is an event, usually staged by a local community, which centers on some unique
aspect of that community. There are numerous types of festivals in the world. Though many
have religious origins, others involve seasonal change or have some cultural significance.
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Practice: Match these useful words with their meanings:
1. Wedding

( ) an event where people cook
outdoors on a grill
2. Barbecue
( ) a marriage ceremony usually
a religious service
3. Party
( ) an event of somebody’s
birth
4. Birthday party
( ) an event for celebrating
someone’s anniversary
5. Anniversary party ( ) an event where many invited guests gather
6. Dinner party
( ) an event when all the famly members gather
7. Family gathering
( ) usually a long formal dinner
Practice: Some people send Cards for some occasions. Choose a word from the box to go to
with each card. Write the word on the line.
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Useful Holidays and Celebrations Vocabulary
Español

English

la alegría

happiness, gladness, cheerfulness

el aniversario

anniversary

el Año Nuevo

New Year's Day

apagar

to blow out

el árbol de navidad

Christmas tree

la boda

wedding

la celebración

celebration

celebrar

to celebrate

el cumpleaños

birthday

cumplir años

to have a birthday

la dama de honor

bridesmaid

la decoración

decoration

decorar

to decorate

el descanso

rest, break

el desfile

parade

el Día de la Bandera

Flag Day

el Día de los Caídos

Memorial Day

el Día de los Enamorados

Valentine's Day

el Día de Enramada

Arbor Day

el día de fiesta

holiday

el Día de (acción de) Gracias

Thanksgiving

el Día de la Independencia

Independence Day

el Día de los Inocentes,
el Pescado de Abril

April Fool's Day

el Día de la Madre

Mother's Day

el Día de la Marmota

Groundhog Day

el Día de Martin Luther King

Martin Luther King Day

el Día de los Muertos

Day of the Dead, All Souls Day

el Día del Padre

Father's Day
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el Día de San Patricio

St. Patrick's Day

el Día de la Raza

Columbus Day

el Día de (todos) los Santos

All Saints Day

el Día de la Tierra

Earth Day

el Día del Trabajador

Labor Day

el Día de los Veteranos

Veterans Day

el disfraz

disguise

el Domingo de Ramos

Palm Sunday

encender (e→ie)

to light

la fiesta

party

la fiesta de cumpleaños

birthday party

la fiesta de disfraces

costume party

la fiesta de fin de año

New Year's Eve Party

la fiesta de sorpresa

surprise party

la graduación

graduation

graduarse

to graduate

la invitación

invitation

invitar

to invite

el Januká,
el Hanukkah

Hanukkah

la Natividad

Nativity

la Navidad

Christmas

la Noche de Brujas

Halloween

la Nochebuena

Christmas Eve

la Nochevieja

New Year's Eve

la novia

bride

el novio

groom

los novios

bride and groom

el papel de envolver

wrapping paper

la Pascua (Florida)

Easter

el pastel

cake, pie, pastry

regalar

to give a gift

el regalo

gift
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la Semana Santa

Holy Week (the week before
Easter)

la tarjeta de cumpleaños

birthday card

la vacación

vacation, break

las vacaciones de primavera,
el descanso de primavera

spring break

la vela

candle

el Viernes Santo

Good Friday

la víspera del Día de los Santos

Halloween

Holidays and Celebrations in my Country: Costa Rica
Costa Rica's love for a good party is contagious. Taste the food, make some friends, learn the
traditions and get in the spirit with any number of fiestas, horse parade, and carnivals celebrated
throughout the country.
JANUARY


New Year's Day Celebration: Fireworks light up the country on this national holiday while street parties
lure locals with music, dancing and food. In San Jose, festivities are centered around downtown and in
the Zapote district. Country-wide. January 1.



Palmares Fiestas: Two weeks of concerts, bullfighting, folklore dancing and general debauchery. First
week of January.



Coffee Cup: A much-anticipated, week-long junior tennis tournament hosted at the Costa Rica Country
Club in San Jose. First week of January.



Alajuelita Fiestas: An oxcart parade and party to honor the Black Christ of Esquipulas, Alajuela. First
week of January.



Santa Cruz Fiestas: Typical music, folkloric dancing and bullfighting to honor the Black Christ of
Esquipulas in Santa Cruz, Guanacaste. Week of January 15.
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FEBRUARY


San Isidro del General Fiestas: An agricultural fair with flower shows, bullfighting and traditional
livestock competitions complete with prizes; held in San Isidro del General, San Jose. First week of
February.



Mardi Gras in Esterillos: A carnival with parades, street foods, music, children's games and
dancing. Mid-February.



CENAC Summer Festival: Free storytelling, theater, movies and other entertainment at the National
Cultural Center in San Jose. February 13-16.



Los Diablitos Games: A re-creation of the fight between the Boruca tribe and the Spanish held in Rey
Curre, Boruca. Fireworks, masks and traditional dancing help to set the scene. The indigenous tribe is
represented by the diablitos, or little devils, and the Spanish by a bull. Late February.



Puntarenas Carnaval: A lively, seven-day celebration with food, music and beer in Puntarenas. Last
week of February.



Sun Festival: An annual celebration of the Mayan New Year on February 25 that culminates in a fire
ceremony and a gathering to promote solar power. Last week of February.



Liberia Fiestas: Guanacaste folklore and traditions are celebrated with music, rides and concerts
throughout Liberia. Last week of February.
MARCH



Bonanza Cattle Show: Bullfights, horse races, rodeos and other events geared toward the nation’s
cowboys; held in San Jose. First week of March.



Dia de los Boyeros: Otherwise known as the day of the oxcart driver, this colorful celebration features
traditional parades and exquisitely painted oxcarts on display in Escazu, San Jose. The second Sunday
in March.
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International Arts Festival: A central exhibition of first-class art performance theater and dance held in
San Jose and surrounding areas. March 15-25 on even-numbered years.



Fruit Festival: This festival honors the country’s myriad of fruits and their accompanying recipes in
Orotina, Alajuela. Taste many unique recipes. Mid-March.



National Orchid Show: More than 300 species of orchids are on display every year in San Jose; the best
win a coveted first place ribbon. Mid-March.



San Jose Day: Fairs, Catholic masses, bullfights and plenty of street food mark the feast of Saint Joseph;
celebrated throughout Costa Rica. March 19.



International Food Fair: A food fair held in Coronado, San Jose featuring a generous spread of national
and international dishes whose proceeds benefits social causes. Third weekend of March.
APRIL



Holy Week: Costa Ricans take their Holy Week seriously, but not always religiously – travel peaks during
this week and even the most humble hotels can fill up months in advance. The country’s more
traditional residents celebrate with religious parades through the streets and wide-scale worship.
The week preceding Easter.



Easter: Celebrations throughout the country.



Juan Santamaria Day: Parades, music and dancing to honor the nation’s hero, Juan Santamaria, who
helped Costa Rica defeat William Walker and the invading Filibusters. Celebrations are held throughout
the country. April 11.



University Week: Exhibits, parades, live music and more held at the University of Costa Rica in San Jose.
The last week of April.
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MAY


Labor Day: Country-wide processions accompany a day off from work for most of the country and a
presidential speech honoring the day. May 1.



San Isidro Labor Day: Celebrated throughout the country in towns named San Isidro, this day honors
the patron saint of farmers and farm animal with blessing of future crops and livestock. Fiestas and
parades are common. May 15.



San Juan Day: A 14-mile marathon from Cartago to San Jose. May 17.



Corpus Christi Day: A religious festival that warrants a day off from work held country-wide. May 29.
JUNE



Saints Peter and Paul Day: Religious celebrations to honor the Catholic saints Paul and Peter held
throughout the country. June 29.
JULY



Virgin of the Sea Fiestas: Religious activities, food, music and parades mark the celebration of the
patron saint in Puntarenas. The Saturday closest to July 16.



Annexation of Guanacaste Day: Costa Ricans celebrate the day that the Guanacaste province chose
their nation over neighboring Nicaragua in 1824. The biggest celebrations – bullfighting, parades and
plenty of drinking – are centered in Liberia, Guanacaste’s capital city, though you'll find celebrations
throughout the county. July 25.



Mango Fiestas: Alajuela is called the City of Mangoes and every July the town celebrates its heritage
with crafts, parades, music and plenty of mango refreshments. Late July.
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AUGUST


Virgin of Los Angeles Day: Costa Rica’s largest religious holiday – pilgrims march on foot or on their
knees toward Cartago’s Los Angeles Basilica to pay honor to La Negrita and ask for a wish to be granted
for them, Costa Rica’s black Virgin. August 2.



San Ramon Day Parades: Dancing and music help celebrate the arrival of 30 patron saints from nearby
towns to honor San Ramon’s own patron saint in San Ramon, Alajuela. August 30.
SEPTEMBER



Independence Day: Parties and festivals are held throughout the country celebrating Costa Rica's
independence from Spain. Traveling south from Guatemala, the flame of independence arrives in
Cartago on this day. September 15.



International Beach Clean-Up Day: A modern celebration, this day joins locals and visitors together to
keep Costa Rica's beaches clean and pristine. The third week of September.
OCTOBER



San Isidro Anniversary: A celebration to commemorate the agricultural town of San Isidro, San
Jose. October 9.



Puerto Viejo Carnaval: Seven days of Caribbean parties complete with dancers, parades and live music
held in Puerto Viejo. The first two weeks of October in Puerto Viejo.



Limon Carnaval: A popular festival with Mardi Gras-style decadence celebrated with parades, loud
Caribbean rhythms, rum and dancing. Limon. Weekend of October 12.



Dia de la Raza: A celebration of Columbus’ discovery of the New World and the many cultural influences
that helped form modern-day Latin America; held throughout the country. October 12.
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Virgin of Pilar Day: A day of costumes and dancing to honor the patron saint of Tres Rios,
Cartago. October 12.



Corn Fiesta: Traditional parties honoring the corn crop held in Upala, Alajuela that include a Corn Queen
crowning and a corn-product costume parade. October 12.
NOVEMBER



Dia de los Inocentes: Costa Rica’s version of Mexico’s famous Day of the Dead has people paying their
respects to lost loved ones. November 2.



Coffee Picking Contest: Music and dancing accompany this contest held throughout the Central
Valley. Mid-November.



Oxcart Parade: Similar to March’s Oxcart Driver Day, this celebration honors Costa Rica’s oxcart and
agricultural traditions; held in San Jose. Late November.
DECEMBER



Festival de las Luces: Fireworks displays and live concerts start this month-long Christmas celebration
of lights, lights and even more lights; held in San Jose. First week of December.



Christmas Celebrations: Decorations have been up for months, but Costa Ricans really begin to
celebrate in early December. This is the best time to begin making tamales – each family has its own
recipe. The long preparation process produces one-of-a-kind treats that are distributed as gifts to
friends and neighbors. Early December.



Los Negritos Fiestas: A festive combination of traditional indigenous celebrations and Catholic rituals,
this day honors the Virgin of the Immaculate Conception held in Boruca. Week of December 8.



Fireworks Day: Fireworks help to honor the Lady of the Immaculate Conception in San Antonio de
Belen, Heredia. December 8.
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La Yeguita Fiesta: A parade to celebrate the Virgin of Guadalupe accompanied by dancing, food and
fireworks. Nicoya (Guanacaste). December 12.



Beginning of caroling season: Christmas carolers begin to sing door-to-door; often to raise money for
local charities held throughout the country. December 15.



Christmas Eve: Traditionally, families attend a large mass on Christmas Eve and open their gifts at
midnight. December 24.



El Tope Nacional: An annual national horse parade that strolls through the center of San Jose where
the well-trained animals perform amazing footwork. December 26.



San Jose Carnival: A huge carnival with large floats, live music and a very happy atmosphere in San
Jose. December 27.



Zapote Fiestas: The Zapote fairgrounds in San Jose transform from tranquil farmers' market to a freefor-all party, offering amusement park rides, fair and street food, inflatable megabars, bullfighting and
plenty of libations. December 25 - January 6.



Los Diablitos Festival: Fireside reenactment of Spanish-indigenous battles, using mood music and
traditional masks; held in Boruca. December 30-January 2.
OFFICIAL COSTA RICA HOLIDAYS:



January 1st: New Year's Day



March/April: Easter Week



April 11: Juan Santamaria Day



May 1st: Labor Day



July 25: Annexation of Guanacaste Day



Aug 2: Patron Saint Day



Aug. 15: Mother's Day
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Sept. 15: Independence Day



Nov. 2: All Soul's Day



Dec. 25: Christmas Day
Practice: Answer the questions with the previous information.
1. How do Costa Ricans celebrate the Tope National?
2. Where is celebrated the Yeguita Fiesta?

B. Complete the chart with the previous information.

Celebration
Zapote Fiestas:

Activities

When is it celebrated?

Coffee Picking Contest

Limon Carnaval:

Virgin of Los Angeles Day:

San Isidro Labor Day
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TO BE in the Past Tense:

Taken from www.grammar.cl
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Taken from www.grammar.cl

Wh / Questions ( Information Questions)
This is the pattern that is commonly followed when asking wh/ questions
Wh – word
Where
When
How
What

Auxiliary +

Subject +

Do

I, you, we,
they

Does

She , he , it

Verb +

go

Complement +

to parades?
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Practice: Answer the questions below.
1. Do people gather to celebrate mother’s day?
2. Do you like Easter week?
3. How do people celebrate Christmas?
4. How was your last birthday celebration?
5. Who was in the festival with you?
6. Were you in Los diablitos the festival?
7. How do ticos celebrate birthdays?

2. Let´s celebrate: Latin American Holidays.
Vocabulary:
party, flatbed trucks, bands, parade of floats, the crowning of Miss Carnival
African-inspired dances, music, dance, costumes, masks, fireworks, concerts, religious ceremonies,
barbecues, traditional dances, and bonfires

Warm – Up
What the most important celebrations in your country are and how you celebrate them? Write the
name of the most important ones and when they are celebrated.
Celebration
1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________

Date
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Latin American Holiday - Festivals

1. Carnival, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil
For the ultimate party head to Rio where the King of the Carnival festivals takes place. The
Carnival is a wild four-day celebration prior to Lent, which has a religious and cultural
significance. Essentially though it’s a time of euphoria where people dance, sing, party and have
lots of fun. Some parties last all day and night and they take place everywhere in the streets and
squares, bars, clubs and take over the entire city culminating in the Rio Carnival Parade. It’s easy
to join in, get a samba costume, learn the moves and swing your hips.
2. Semana Santa
Holy week is the most important religious festival in South America and takes place everywhere
although the most famous week-long celebrations are in Peru, Chile and Colombia. Semana
Santa is observed with a range of celebrations from the most solemnly religious to the
pagan/Catholic and even the commercial. Each day has its rituals, processions through the
streets, prayer meetings and thousands of devotees paying homage.
3. Day of the dead, Mexico
In Mexico festivities and morbidity seem to go hand in hand. The Día de los Muertos is
celebrated annually on November 1 and 2 as a reunion of dead relatives with their families. It
sounds kind of ghoulish but for Mexicans it’s a natural celebration. Celebrations include
decorating graves, burning incense, prayers and chants for the dead and the consummation of
much food and drink.
4. Montezuma International Film Festival, Costa Rica
Head to the beach in Costa Rica in November and catch a flick in between surfing. There are five
days of free film screenings, lectures, art exhibitions and live music in the small, laid-back town.
Films of all genres, lengths and origins are shown.
5. World Tango Championships, Buenos Aires, Argentina
The birthplace and cradle of tango hots up every August for this competition for the world tango
crown. Sultry and sexy dancers from around the world come here to test their credentials on
the dance floor in various venues in the city. Free dance classes and concerts form part of the
festivities.
6. Fiesta de San Juan Bautista, Venezuela
St John the Baptist is the patron saint to many on the central Caribbean coast and they celebrate
the Saint’s feast day from June 23 to June 25 with the beat of an African drum and exuberant
dancing.
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7. Panama Jazz Festival, Panama
This developing jazz festival is held annually in late January and aims to encourage tourism and
instill a natural cultural identity. Well known stars and artists perform daily to transform the
capital into a stage of art, culture and pleasure. Kids concerts, free concerts and evening
concerts feature in the lineup along with a series of classes for music students to develop their
skills.
8. Love parade, Santiago, Chile
The world’s largest electronic dance music festival comes to Chile in January each year. More
than 100 DJs in massive floats complete with sound systems, take over the city in a 2.5 mile long
party. The parade finally gets to Plaza Italian where it goes off with a bang for over 18
consecutive hours. There are usually after parties too so be prepared for a long night.
9. Palmares Civic Fiestas, Costa Rica
These fiesta’s in the first two weeks of January include folk dancing, concerts, carnival, music,
tope (horse parade), rides and tico style bullfighting. Tico bullfighting doesn’t injure the animal,
but consists of daredevil ticos who attempt to touch the bull as it runs around the ring, armed
with nothing but the clothes on their back and a bandana.
10. Festival of the Snows, Peru
One of the strangest and coldest festivals on earth takes place in May every year on a remote
Peruvian glacier. About 30,000 pilgrims converge here for a festival known as Qoyllurit’I with
three days and nights of intense celebration with music and dancing. The culmination is a torchlit procession over some 5000m passes.
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Practice: Read the text and answer the questions.

Taken from www.bestofthereader.ca
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THE SIMPLE PAST TENSE
This tense is used to talk or describe activities that started in the past and ended in the past. When we
use this tense, we have to learn that there are:
Regular verbs
Are those which are formed by adding – ed
Work + ed : worked

Irregular Verbs
Go : went
Do : did
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Positive Statements:
Subject +

Verb +

I
She
He
It
We
They
You

Complement +

Enjoyed

Bullfights?

Negative Statements: When changing a sentence from a positive to negative, you simply add the auxiliary “ did
not “ next to the verb in the simple form.
Subject +
I
She
He
It
We
They
You

Auxiliary

Did not
Didn’t

Verb +

Enjoy

Complement +

Bullfights

Yes – No Questions
For asking yes/ no questions, be sure to follow pattern:
Auxiliary +
Did

Subject +

Verb +

you

Enjoy

Complement +
Bullfights?

Wh / Questions ( Information Questions)
This is the pattern that is commonly followed when asking wh/ questions
Wh – word
Where

Auxiliary
+
Did

Subject +
you

Verb +
go

Complement +
Bullfights?
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A. Write about how you celebrated your last holiday. Answer the questions below.
1. Where did you go? I went to _______________________________
2. How long did you stay?
3. What did you do there?
4. Who did you go with?
5. Where did you stay?
6. What was the food like?
7. What were the people like?
8. Were you able to speak English?
9. What was the weather like?
10. How did you get there?
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Past Continuous
Yes/no and Information Questions

Practice: Answer the questions.
What were they doing in the festival?
Were People drinking and having fun?
Linkers: Sequential past time.
Yesterday we celebrated Independence Day. First, we attended a school ceremony and sang the
national anthem. Then, we went to see the parades. After that, we went back home. Finally, we went
to bed.
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Practice: Write about one holiday or celebrations. What you did to celebrate it? Use Linkers.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________

3. Let´s celebrate: holidays around the world.
Carnival in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil parade, samba, costumes, dance decorations, Chinese New Year, China, play,
costumes, fireworks. Yi Peng Lantern Festival, Thailand. Buddhist merit, floating lights The Carnival of Venice,
Italy. Venetian masks, carnival, theaters troupes. La Tomatina, Throw tomatoes Christmas, New Year,
Thanksgiving, Easter, Halloween
Top 10 Celebrations around the World

People around the world celebrate on many various occasions. Here is the list of 10 colorful and fun
holidays and festivals that are fun to participate at least once in your lifetime!
10. Carnaval in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
The biggest parade in the world is held before Lent. The samba dancers prepare all year
long: the technique, performance, costumes, and decorations – everything has to be
perfect and bigger than their competitors’.
9. Oktoberfest, Munich, Germany.
Held since 1810 the festival has become an important part of Bavarian culture. Originally
the commemoration of Prince Ludwig’s wedding turned into the biggest beer celebration
in the world.
8. Chinese New Year, China.
A very important holiday in Chinese culture. The date varies approximately between
middle January to middle February. People celebrate loudly, they dance and play, use
plenty of costumes and fireworks.
7. Saint Patrick’s Day, Ireland.
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Is celebrated to commemorate Christianity’s arrival to Ireland. Irish communities in USA,
especially Boston, Chicago and other European countries also celebrate it. Green dyed
rivers define the fest.
6. Yi Peng Lantern Festival, Thailand.
The celebration is meant to obtain Buddhist merit. It attracts so many people, that the
sight of the floating lights in the air is hypnotizing.
5. The Carnival of Venice, Italy.
The colorful fest takes place just the day before Ash Wednesday. Its roots go back to
1162. Venetian masks define the carnival, which also attracts many theaters troupes to
participate in it.
4. Halloween, USA.
All Hallows’ Eve is celebrated in many countries, however, in USA it is commemorated
with very colorful, scary costumes and enables to take a skeleton out of the closet.
3. La Tomatina, Buñol, Spain.
Held on the last Wednesday of August, the celebration attracts many locals as well as
tourists, who throw tomatoes just for fun! The city becomes entirely covered with
tomato paste.
2. Burning Man Festival, Blackrock Desert, Nevada, USA.
Originated as a bonfire ritual on the summer solstice in 1986, the festival has turned into
an amazing, extravagant art fest. In the end a 72ft wooden man is set on fire.

1. Holi, India.
Originally a Hindu festival, celebrated every spring, now it attracts other communities as
well. To commemorate a new season and good harvests people throw colorful powder
and celebrate wildly.
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Speaking / Writing
A. Think of the best time you have ever had on a holiday or special day. Write questions you would like
someone to ask you about your experience. Use yes/ No questions and use the past tense.
1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

B. Describe your favorite holiday.
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________

How people celebrate some holidays around the world.
Winter
Hanukkah
For eight days each November or December, Jews light a special candleholder called a menorah. They
do it to remember an ancient miracle in which one day's worth of oil burned for eight days in their
temple. On Hanukkah, many Jews also eat special potato pancakes called latkes, sing songs, and spin a
top called a dreidel to win chocolate coins, nuts, or raisins.
St. Lucia Day
To honor this third-century saint on December 13, many girls in Sweden dress up as "Lucia brides" in
long white gowns with red sashes, and a wreath of burning candles on their heads. They wake up
their families by singing songs and bringing them coffee and twisted saffron buns called "Lucia cats."
Christmas
People celebrate this Christian holiday by going to church, giving gifts, and sharing the day with their
families. In some parts of Europe, "star singers" go caroling — singing special Christmas songs — as
they walk behind a huge star on a pole.
Kwanzaa
Kwanzaa, which means "First Fruits," is based on ancient African harvest festivals and celebrates
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ideals such as family life and unity. During this spiritual holiday, celebrated from December 26 to
January 1, millions of African Americans dress in special clothes, decorate their homes with fruits and
vegetables, and light a candleholder called a kinara.
New Year
In Ecuador, families dress a straw man in old clothes on December 31. The straw man represents the
old year. The family members make a will for the straw man that lists all of their faults. At midnight,
they burn the straw man, in hopes that their faults will disappear with him.
Chinese New Year
Many Chinese children dress in new clothes to celebrate Chinese New Year. People carry lanterns and
join in a huge parade led by a silk dragon, the Chinese symbol of strength. According to legend, the
dragon hibernates most of the year, so people throw firecrackers to keep the dragon awake.
Mardi Gras
The time of Lent is a solemn one of reflection for Christians, so the Tuesday before Lent begins is a
time of merry-making for many people around the world. In New Orleans, people wear costumes and
attend huge parades for the festival of Mardi Gras. Brazil's Carnaval also features parades, costumes,
and music. This day is also known as Shrove Tuesday. In England, some towns have pancake contests
in which women run a race while flipping a pancake at least three times.

Spring
Basanth
In Pakistan, boys celebrate the first day of spring in the Muslim calendar with exciting kite-fighting
contests. After putting powdered glass on their strings, they use the strings to try to cut off each
other's kites. Whoever keeps his kite the longest wins.
Holi
For this Hindu spring festival, people dress in green. Children then squirt each other with water pistols
filled with yellow- or red-colored liquid. They also blow colored powder on each other through
bamboo pipes. Everyone gets soaked — and colorful — to celebrate spring.
Songkran
In Thailand, a special three-day water festival on April 13-15 marks Songkran, the Buddhists'
celebration of the new year. Parades feature huge statues of Buddha that spray water on passersby.
In small villages, young people throw water at each other for fun. People also release fish into rivers
as an act of kindness.
Aboakyere
The Effutu people of Ghana make a special offer to the god Panche Otu each spring with the deerhunting festival. Two teams of men and boys, dressed in bright costumes, compete to be the first to
bring back a live deer to present to the chief. Then they all dance together.
Easter
On Easter, Christians celebrate the resurrection of Jesus Christ. People attend church and also enjoy
different Easter customs. In Germany, people make "egg trees" that are decorated like Christmas
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trees. In Hungary, boys sprinkle girls with perfumed water — and in return, girls prepare a holiday
dinner for them.
Passover
The highlight of this major Jewish holiday is the Passover seder. During these two special dinners,
families read from a book called the Haggadah about the ancient Israelites' exodus, or flight, from
Egypt more than 3,000 years ago. As they honor their ancestors, Jews reaffirm the importance of
freedom.
May Day
To celebrate the return of spring, children in England dance around tall poles decorated with ribbons,
called maypoles. Their dancing wraps the ribbons tightly around the pole.

Summer
Midsummer Day
The sun continues to shine long after midnight in Scandinavia when Midsummer Day is celebrated in
late June. To celebrate, Swedish villagers decorate a spruce trunk — called a najstang — like a
maypole. In Norway, families light bonfires along the fjords.
O-Bon
Japanese people keep the memory of their ancestors alive with a festival held during the summer
called O-Bon. People put lit candles in lanterns and float them on rivers and seas. They also visit and
clean the graves of those who have died. In the ancient city of Kyoto, people light giant bonfires.
Arapaho Sun Dance
A religious festival centering on the sun dance takes place during summer in Wyoming. Cheyenne,
Arapaho, Shoshone, and members of other Plains Indians tribes dance around a pole topped by a
buffalo's head. The buffalo is a symbol of plenty, and dancers wish for good fortune in the year ahead.
Ramadan
During this holy time, the ninth month of the Islamic calendar year, Muslims do not eat, drink, or
smoke from sunrise to sunset for an entire month. Instead, they spend their days in worship, praying
in mosques. At the end of Ramadan, people celebrate with a festival known as Id-ul-Fitr.
Autumn
Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur
In September or October, Jews believe that God opens the Book of Life for ten days, starting with
Rosh Hashanah (Jewish New Year) and ending with Yom Kippur (the Day of Atonement). During these
days, the holiest in the Jewish year, Jews try to atone for any wrongdoing and to forgive others. A
ram's horn trumpet, known as the shofar, is blown before and during Rosh Hashanah and at the
conclusion of Yom Kippur.
Labor Day
In 66 countries, the contributions of workers are honored on Labor Day. In New Zealand, Labour Day
is marked on the fourth Monday of October and celebrates the campaign for the eight-hour workday.
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Now, New Zealanders have a extra day of rest from work — and a three-day weekend for picnics and
other activities.

Day of the Dead
On November 1 — called Día de los Muertos — Mexicans remember their loved ones who have died
by visiting them and having a meal right in the graveyard. Stores sell sugar-candy caskets, breads
decorated with "bone" shapes, and toy skeletons.

Practice: Read the following words and classify them by writing celebration, food, or activity.
bread
O-Bon
dancing
decoration
Giving gifts
songs
parade
candies
dinner
Ramadan

Practice: Read the text below. Answer the questions
Valentine's Day
Red roses and hearts are two of the most common symbols of love that are popular on Valentine’s day.
Valentine’s day, February 14th, is a day for love. Roses have always been many people’s favorite flower.
They were known as a symbol of love even before there was a Valentine’s day. There are many different
colours of roses but red roses mean love. Giving red roses to someone says "I love you".
Hearts are another symbol of love. The heart also symbolizes life. The heart is the center of all feelings
and some people think that it is the source of all human emotions. Sometimes the hearts you see on
Valentine's Day cards are pierced with an arrow. The arrow is Cupid’s arrow, or the arrow of love. If you
are in love maybe you have been hit by Cupid's arrow!
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Gifts of chocolates in red heart shaped boxes are often given on Valentine’s day. You can also buy
candies or balloons in the shape of hearts.

Vocabulary help:















arrow (noun) - a thin stick with a point on one end. An arrow
is a kind of weapon.
balloon (noun) - a bag made of rubber that is filled with air
and used as a toy.
candies (noun) plural of candy - a sweet food made of sugar,
or some other sweet substance, and flavors such as
chocolate.
card (noun) - a small, thick piece of paper used for sending a
message to another person.
Cupid (noun) - the god of love in Roman mythology.
emotions (nouns) - feelings such as sadness, happiness, love
or fear
especially (adverb) - in particular.
in love (idiom)
pierced (verb) past tense of to pierce - to pass or go through
with or as if with something sharp
rose (noun) - a flower that has a sweet smell, comes in many
colors, and grows on a bush. There are often sharp points on
the stem of a rose.
source (noun) - the start or cause of something.
symbol (noun) - an object or picture that represents
something else.

Comprehension Check:
Did you understand the story? Are these sentences true?
1. Hearts and red roses are symbols of love. Yes or no?
2. Chocolates in heart shaped boxes are sometimes given as gifts on Valentine's Day. Yes or no?
3. Not many people like roses. Yes or no?
4. All roses are red. Yes or no?
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Fill in the Blanks:
5. If you are hit by ______________ arrow then you are in love!
6. For Valentine's Day you can buy ________________ or balloons in the shape of hearts.
7. The heart can symbolize life and it can also symbolize ______________.
8. Valentine's Day is on _____________________ 14.
9. Roses are _________________ that grow in many different colors.
10. Giving red roses to someone says " _________________".
11. Red roses and hearts are ____________ of love.

Zero Conditional
Form: If + present, present
Use: Things that are generally or always true. / Imperatives
Examples:
If you go to a parade, bring comfortable clothes.
If you go to the festival, try new food.
If you go to the carnival, bring your camera

Practice: Complete the sentences with the Conditional.
I if you go to the barbecue, ___________ (bring) some drinks.
If you _______ (make) a birthday party, ____________ (decorate) your house with balloons.
If we ____________ (go) on holiday this summer, we ___________ (go) to Spain.
If we _______________ (eat) all this cake, we ________________ (feel) sick.
If you__________ (go) on holiday this summer, __________ (go) to Spain.
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4. A Holiday to remember: One of my favorites

New Words
Get-together (n): an informal gathering of friends and family, generally smaller and more informal
than a “party.”


Example: I’m having a holiday get-together this weekend, and I hope you can come.

Festivities (n): a joyful celebration


Example: I didn’t want to miss the New Year festivities at my brother’s house.

Secular (adj.): not religious


Example: Unlike Christmas and Chanukah, New Year’s Eve is a secular holiday.

Superstition (n): A belief that isn’t founded in facts or reason


Example: Halloween is connected with many old superstitions, like black cats being unlucky.

Commemorate (v): To honor the memory of something though a ceremony or object.


Example: International Women’s Day commemorates the achievements of women worldwide.

Gratitude (n): The state of being very thankful and grateful


Example: On Thanksgiving, people express gratitude for all the good things in their lives.

Anniversary (n): The yearly recurrence of an important date.


Example: The Fourth of July commemorates the anniversary of the signing of the Declaration of
Independence.

Fast (v): To abstain from food on purpose


Example: Observant Jews fast on Yom Kippur to reflect on the last year.

Feast (n): A large, extravagant meal eaten to celebrate something


Example: On Thanksgiving, a huge feast is prepared and shared by friends and family.
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A. Imagine Christmas time is coming and there are a lot of things to do. Write sentences using the
vocabulary studied in order to create the perfect Christmas party.

B. Answer the questions below.

Where did you go on your last holiday?
What was your best holiday? Why did you like it?
Which do you like more: foreign or domestic holidays?
Do you take photographs or make home videos when on holiday?
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Listening
A. Write the best message for each card in the blanks. Then, listen and number the
pictures.

Taken from listening planner book
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B. Listen and complete the notes.
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Phonology
Digraphs
sh

Ph
PH makes the sound of /f/: graph, phone, phonics.(The ending sound is exactly
the same in graph, half, laugh, and staff.)

Th
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ph Words

Sh words

Th words

graph dolphin phew
headphones phone pamphlet
phrase phantom sphere
pheasant phonics photo
triumph typhoon

shack shade shake shall
shampoo shape share shark
she sheep shelf shell shine
shiny ship shirt shock shoot
shop shore shot should shout
show shower shut bash bush
cash dash dish fish gush mash
push rash wash wish blush
brush crash flash harsh slush
trash

than thank thaw that them
then thick thief thimble thin
thing think third thirsty thirteen
thirty thorn thud thumb thump
thunder Thursday with both
month health south growth
earth mouth path youth faith
bath smooth tooth cloth fourth
math moth

Practice: Listen to your teacher saying some words. Put them under the correct digraph.
Sh

Th

Ph
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Chapter 4
Going Shopping!
Themes:
1. Welcome to my town
2. Getting what I need at the right place
3. Where is it?
4. How can I get there?

Linguistic Competencies: Goals
Oral and Written Comprehension
Understand the main idea of a presentation on a topic when the subject is familiar to them and it is
delivered slowly and clearly (e.g., another student’s report about different services they can get in a
community).
Understand simple technical explanations if given slowly and clearly and opportunity is given for
clarification (e.g., how to get to different places).
Identify and manipulate English language sounds using knowledge in phonics, syllabification and word
parts.
Understand short instructions illustrated through step-by-step visuals (e.g., following simple map´s
directions).
Understand directions for getting to a place, using everyday reference materials (e.g., advertising
material, city maps and GPS gadgets).
Oral and Written Production
Ask appropriate questions during a conversation to ensure the other person understands points being
made or information being given.
Ask someone to say something more clearly, to explain something a different way, or to repeat what
has been said.
Make recommendations about convenient places to buy something.
Tell a simple direction (e.g., how to get to a location) as well as offer simple explanations to others.
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Write recommendations about going shopping wisely.
Write straightforward text on topics familiar to them.
Write a summary sentence of a text’s main points, giving one or two details, checking written sentences
to look for mistakes. (e.g. subject-verb agreement, capitalization, spelling, basic punctuation etc.

1. Welcome to my town
Vocabulary:
Appliance store, bakery, bank, bus station, clinic, clothing store, coffee shop,
convenience store, drugstore, flower shop, etc.

More:

Taken from www.ourenglish
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Important information
Article A/ AN
USE 1 The article A is used before singular, countable nouns which begin with consonant sounds.
Examples:




He is a teacher.
She doesn't own a car.
I saw a bear at the zoo.

USE 2 The article AN is used before singular, countable nouns which begin with vowel sounds.
Examples:



He is an actor.
She didn't get an invitation.
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Practice: A. Complete the sentences with there is or there are.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

___________ a police station in your town.
___________ schools in your town.
___________ a gym in your city.
___________ a train station near your house.
___________ some hospital in your city.
___________ bakeries in your town.

Complete the sentences.
1. ___________ any shopping centers in this town.
2. ___________any beaches in London.
3. ___________an American café here.
4. ___________a Hollywood in Spain.
5. ___________any rap CDs in this shop.
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Practice: Find these places and write the name next to the numbers below:
school – post office – bookshop – shopping centre – fire station – video arcade – supermarket –
restaurant – building – zoo

1.

__________________ 2.___________________

3. ____________________

4. __________________ 5. __________________

6. ____________________

7. __________________ 8. __________________

9. ____________________

10. __________________

Look at the map. Say if the sentences are TRUE or FALSE:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

There is a big zoo in town.
There isn’t a school in this town.
There are two schools in this town.
There are a lot of cars in this town.
There aren’t two restaurants in this town.
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6. There is a video arcade in this town.

7. There is a tall building in this town.

8. There is a church in this town.

9. There isn’t a fire station in this town.

10. There aren’t two shopping centres in this town.

Complete, using: There is – There are
1. _____________ animals at the zoo.
2. _____________ a bus in front of the school.
3. __________ a tree at the corner of the post office.
4. _____________ cars at the supermarket.
5. _____________ a flag at the school.
6. _________________ a big book at the bookshop.
7. ___________ two big letters on the post office.
8. ___________ a lion at the zoo.
9. ____________ a tall tower at the fire station.
10. ____________ two persons at the restaurant.
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2. Getting what I need at the right place

Goods
Things for sale, or the things that you own, for
example: food, clothing, books, pill

Services
Public need, for example restaurant, bookstore,
clothing store, drugstore

Vocabulary:
airport - the place you go when you want to travel by plane to another city.
bakery - you can buy fresh bread and cakes here.
bank - you deposit or withdraw/take out your money here. You can cash a cheque.
bookstore - a place where you can buy books and magazines.
bus station - the place you go when you want to travel by bus to another city.
butcher's - they sell fresh meat.
café - you can buy a cup of coffee and cakes or sandwiches.
church - a religious place of worship
court - the place where they have trials and law cases. A judge works here
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craft market - a place that sells typical products (normally hand-made) of a region/country.
department store - a large store that sells clothes, household appliances etc. in sections.
cinema/movies - you can see the latest movies here. Many people eat popcorn while they're here.
fire station - the building where firemen keep their equipment including the fire-engine
gas / petrol station - the place you go to put petrol (gas) in your car.
gym - you can do exercises, weight training and keep fit here.
hairdresser's - you go here when you want to cut your hair.
hospital - you go here when you need an operation or someone is going to have a baby.
hotel - where you sleep when you visit another city.
gallery - you can see paintings and other works of art.
jail / prison - criminals are sent here by a judge for a number of days or years.
laundromat / launderette - a place where you can wash your clothes in coin-operated machines.
library - a place where you can read and borrow books.
museum - you can see many old objects (and sometimes paintings)
pharmacy/drugstore - you can buy medicine and (legal) drugs.
police station - you are taken here when you break the law and are arrested
pub - a place where you can buy a beer or other types alcoholic drinks
park - An area of public land in a city that contains an area of grass where you can rest, play or walk
your dog. Sometimes children can play on swings, a slide or a climbing frame here.
restaurant - you go here when you don't want to cook at home. They prepare meals for you.
school - a place where children learn. You normally start school at the age of 5.
square - an open area within a city in the shape of a square. It is usually the heart of the city.
supermarket - a large store that sells food, drinks and household items
video store - you rent a movie or a DVD for a couple of days from this place.
zoo - a place where you can see many types of animals in cages.
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PRACTICE: READ THE DESCRIPTIONS AND MATCH
1- YOU CAN SEE ANIMALS HERE_____________________________
2-KIDS LEARN SUBJECTS HERE ______________________________
3-YOU CAN BUY TOYS HERE ________________________________
4-YOU CAN BUY FOOD HERE _______________________________
5-YOU CAN BORROW BOOKS HERE __________________________
6-KIDS PLAY HERE ________________________________________
7- YOU CAN SEE FILMS HERE ________________________________
A-PARK B-SUPERMARKET C-LIBRARY D-TOY SHOP E-ZOO F-SCHOOL G-CINEMA

READ, LOOK AT THE PICTURES AND COMPLETE

1- YOU CAN BUY
Vegetables

2-YOU CAN BUY

AT THE
__________

AT THE
_________

3- YOU CAN BUY

__________

AT THE
__________

___________
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Should is a modal verb.
After Should you use the base form of the infinitive (= verb without To e.g. Go instead of To Go)
Should + Verb (base form of infinitive)
e.g. You should go now (do not say: You should to go now.)
SHOULD
1. To give advice, a recommendation or a suggestion
This is to say that it is the right thing to do or the correct thing.






Does your tooth still hurt? You should make an appointment with the dentist.
Your hair is too long. You should get a haircut.
You really should go to the new restaurant on Main Street.
You should compare prices.
You shouldn’t shop at that store because it is very expensive

"Have to" is used to express certainty, necessity, and obligation.


When you go shopping you have to look for the best price.
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Examples:
Request the warranty certificate.
Don’t forget to ask for a receipt.
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Useful Verbs

Practice: Put the words in the brackets into the gaps. Mind the positive or negative form.
1. _____________ ( buy / not ) things you don’t need.
2. _____________ ( shop) with a list.

3. ____________ ( pick) the best time for you.
4. _____________ ( compare) prices.
5. _______________( do / not) when you are tired, hungry, lonely, bored or upset.
B. Write 4 shopping tips. Use the modals verbs.
1.
2.
3.
4.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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How much / How many

Taken from woordward
Examples:

How much does it cost?
How many cookies do you need?
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Complete the questions with how much or how many.
1.____________ lemonade have we got? We've got only one bottle.
2. ____________ bottles of juice are in the fridge? Three.
3. ____________ meat do we have? We have got two steaks.
4. ____________ bananas have we got? We haven't got any.
5. ____________ sugar have we got? Enough.
6. ____________ bread do we need? Two loafs of bread.
7. ____________ pens are in your bag? Six.
8. ___________ money have we got? We haven't got a lot.
9. ___________ bikes are there in the garden? Two.
10. ___________ children have they got? Two girls and a boy.
11. ___________ milk have we got? About one and a half liters.
12. ___________ steaks have we got? We've got eight steaks.
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Practice: Complete the chart below with the words in the box. Look at the examples below.
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3. Where is it?
Prepositions and prepositional phrases.

Where is the pet shop?

Go straight on Elm Street.

Go along Elm Street.

Go down Elm Street.

Follow Elm Street for 200 metres.

Follow Elm Street until you get to the church.

Turn left into Oxford Street.
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Turn right into Oxford Street.

Take the first turning on the right.

Go past the pet shop.

Go along the river.

Go over the bridge.

Go through the park.
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Go towards the church.

Go up the hill.

Go down the hill.

Cross Oxford Street.

The bookshop is opposite the church.
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The bookshop is between the church and the pet shop.

The bookshop is on/at the corner.

The bookshop is in front of the church.

The bookshop is behind the church.

The bookshop is next to the church.

The bookshop is beside the church.

The bookshop is near the church
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Extra Vocabulary:

Right over there, nearby, around the corner, down the street, next to, about five
minutes from here, turn left / right, go across, go down, go through, go out of,
in front of, opposite, on the corner.
Practice: Look at the map. Complete the sentences with the correct preposition.

Where is the………?

Next to

Between

Opposite

 The shop is _____________________ the school.
 The takeaway is _____________________ the library.
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 The chemist is _____________________ the bank and the post office.
 The hospital is _____________________ the shopping centre.
 The bank is _____________________ the shop and the takeaway.
 The restaurant is _____________________ the shopping centre.

Practice: LOOK AT THE PICTURE OF MY TOWN AND ANSWER THE QUESTIONS.
1-IS THERE A SCHOOL IN MY TOWN?
2-WHERE IS THE CINEMA?
3-IS THERE A HOTEL IN MY TOWN?
4- IS THE RESTAURANT NEXT TO THE GREENGROCER?
5-IS THE BUTCHER’S OPPOSITE THE COMPUTER SHOP?
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6-IS THERE A POST OFFICE ON PRIMROSE ST.?
COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH PREPOSITIONS OF PLACE: BETWEEN, NEXT TO, OPPOSITE, ON
1- THE COFFEE SHOP IS ……………… THE CINEMA AND THE POLICE STATION.
2-THE CHURCH IS ………….. THE CORNER.
3-THE GREENGROCER’S IS …………… THE PETROL STATION.
4-THE HOSPITAL IS …………….. THE SCHOOL.
5-THE PHARMACY IS …………….GERANIUM ST

4. How can I get there?
Asking for and Giving Directions
Go straight on, when you come to the crossroads. go across the roundabout, Take the first turn / road
/ street on your left / right, Go on for about (10 minutes / 200 meters).
How do I get to …?

opposite ['ɒpəzɪt]

What's the best way to …?

near [nɪə]

Where is …?

next to

Go straight on (until you come to

between [bɪ'twiːn]

…).

at the end (of)

Turn back./Go back.

on/at the corner

Turn left/right (into …-street).

behind [bɪ'hʌɪnd]

Go along …

in front of

Cross …

(just) around the corner

Take the first/second road on the

traffic lights

left/right

crossroads, junction [ʤʌŋ(k)ʃ(ə)n]

It's on the left/right.

signpost ['sʌɪnpəʊst]

straight [streɪt] on
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Practice:
Can you tell me the wat?

True (t) or False (f)?
1. The stadium is opposite the swimming-pool
2. The cinema is between the shoe shop and the florist
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

The tourist office is next to the hospital
The school is on Elton Street
There are 4 banks
The florist is next to the bakery
There is a pub at the corner of Marley Avenue and Queen Street
The city hall is beside the station

B. Answer the questions
Can you tell me the way to the post office? (you are at the hospital)
_________________________________________________________________________
Where is the swimming-pool? (you are having lunch at the pizzeria)
_________________________________________________________________________
Can you tell me the way to the school? (you are at the police station)________________
_________________________________________________________________________
Excuse me, how can I get to the stadium? (you are at school)
_________________________________________________________________________

Practice: Look at the map and choose the correct option.
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GIVING DIRECTIONS:
A) You are at the car park
Excuse me, where is the police station?
………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………
B) You are at the elementary school.
Excuse me, how can I get to the hairdresser?
………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………….
C) You are at post office.
Excuse me, can you tell me the way to the central hospital?
……………………………………………………………………..
…………………………………………………………………….
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Taken from Woodward

Examples:
Sentences with comparatives
1.
2.
3.
4.

These boots are cheap. They are cheaper than the other ones.
Those boots are expensive. They are more expensive than these ones.
These boots are more affordable than the other ones.
I like these boots because they are more colorful than the other ones.
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Sentences with superlatives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Those boots the cheapest of them all.
These boots the ugliest of them all.
These boots are the most expensive.
These ones are the most beautiful of them all.
These boots are the most colorful of them all.

Practice: Answer the questions below.
Which store is cheaper?
Which store is the most expensive in San Jose?

B. Fill in the correct form of the words in brackets (comparative or
superlative).
1. My house is (big) __________ than yours.
2. This flower is (beautiful) _________ than that one.
3. This is the (interesting) __________ book I have ever read.
4. Non-smokers usually live (long) ______________ than smokers.
5. Which is the (dangerous) __________ animal in the world?
6. A holiday by the sea is (good) ________ than a holiday in the mountains.

C. Give the comparative and superlative of the following adjectives.
1. Thin
2. Old
3. Interesting
4. Bad
5. Funny
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6. Good
7. Fantastic
8. Red
9. Dry
10. Sunny
11. Happy
12. Comfortable

Phonology
Practicing words with the final e (-ake, -ute, -ime)
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Practice: Listen to your teacher saying some words. Classify them in the correct category.
ime

ake

1.

ute

1.

1.

2.

2.

2.

Chapter 5
Unforgettable Events
Themes:
1. A Day I’ll Never Forget: in My Personal Life
2. An Event I’ll Never Forget: with My Family
3. An Event I’ll Never Forget: in Costa Rica
4. An Event I’ll Never Forget: in the World

Linguistic Competencies: Goals
Oral and Written Comprehension
Listen to other students’ contributions in class, and use these responses as models for their own.
Identify the main points of an age-appropriate audio-visual presentation (news items reporting events,
accidents).
Understand the gist of a short text when read aloud clearly and slowly.
Identify and manipulate English language sounds using knowledge in phonics, syllabification and word
parts.
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Extract main ideas from diagrams, with accompanying text, and use information to answer questions

Ask for assistance (e.g., understanding textbook problems, asking for clarification of vocabulary,
terminology).
Ask and answer questions about a personal, family, national or worldwide event.

Use simple words to give his/her opinion about a personal, family, national or worldwide event.
Describe events using simple words or sentence frames about a personal, family, national or worldwide
event.
Explain reasons for an event briefly (electronic device, pet, new bridge in the town, a flood, airport,
human rights).
if given lead-in phrases.
Understand the main information and a few details in short articles and reports (e.g., a national or
world event) if they deal with familiar subjects.
Oral and Written Production
Use text as a stimulus to write short dialogue about a personal event.
Give personal reactions to a piece of age-appropriate literature related to personal, family, national or worldwide
event, checking written sentences to look for mistakes (e.g. subject-verb agreement, capitalization, spelling, basic
punctuation etc.).
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1. A Day I’ll Never Forget: in My Personal Life
Vocabulary: Birthday, wedding, my first kiss/boyfriend/ girlfriend, my best cellphone, my unforgettable

Christmas present
be born

fall in love

grow up

get engaged

learn to walk

get married

start school

buy a house

immigrate

be pregnant

graduate (from high school)

have a baby

go to college

raise a famiy

rent an apartment

move (house)

get a job

get sick

date
retire

take a vacation

travel

celebrate a birthday
become a grandparent

pass away (die)
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Future Tense (will) with past continuous tense clause

Main clause

Adverbial Clause when

A day I’ll never forget in my personal life was
Will + base verb

when I was graduating

Use: Things we did in the past, that may have present facts.
A. Practice: Complete the sentences with your personal information.
1. A day I’ll never forget in my personal life was when I was ___
2. A day I’ll never forget in Costa Rica was when we were ___
3. An event I’ll never forget in the world was when I was ____
4. A day I’ll never forget in my personal life was when I was ___
5.

A day I’ll never forget in Costa Rica was when we were ___

6.

An event I’ll never forget in my birthday was when I was _____

What is a phrasal verb?
A phrasal verb is a combination of a verb and a preposition/adverb that has a meaning different from the original
verb.

ask +
verb

out :
preposition

ask out
phrasal verb
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Some Phrasal Verbs

phrasal verb

meaning

example sentence

ask somebody
out

invite on a date

ask around

ask many people the
same question

Ask around to find out which are the best italian restaurants

break down

stop functioning
(vehicle, machine)

When my family’car broke down on the highway, we had a
lot of fun waiting for help.

break down

get upset

The woman broke down when the police told her that her
son had died.

break out

escape

With the picture of the Syrian child on the beach, many
people broke out crying about receiving immigrants.

The day I first asked my girlfriend out was unforgettable

Describing a personal, family, national or worldwide event. Use Future Tense (will) with
past continuous tense clause
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Practice: For each space in each sentence, use the verb broke with one of the prepositions from the
box.
Out / down

1. Bring your mobile phone just in case the car ____________on the motorway.
2. War has _______________ in the small African country of Gabon. All Europeans are advised to
leave immediately.
3. A general election was called after negotiations between the government and the
opposition _________________.
4. In "Jurassic Park", there is panic and chaos when the carnivorous dinosaurs ______________ their
enclosures.
5. The fire must have _______________ during the night.
6.The fire ________________ during the night.

2. An Event I’ll Never Forget: with My Family
Vocabulary:
New Year`s Eve/Day, Family meeting/reunions / Easter vacation/Holy week / Soccer game match
Celebrations – Gatherings
The words below are some of the most important used when talking about Celebrations.
1.
2.
3.
4.

barbecue
family gathering
christening
fete / fair

A party where formal clothing or attire is required
A celebration of someone's birth
a party which takes place during a long, usually formal, dinner
an informal gathering of people
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5. funeral
6. get-together
7. anniversary party
8. birthday party
9. cocktail party
10. dinner party
11. fancy dress party
12. party
13. wedding

A celebration of some kind where there are many invited
guests
a large party or gathering
baptismal celebration
a marriage ceremony and any celebrations such as a meal or a
party which follow it
A celebration for an anniversary such as a marriage
anniversary, work anniversary etc.
burial ceremony
an occasion during which members of the extended family
meet to be with each other
outdoor event where people cook on a grill
a formal party with alcoholic drinks, usually in the early
evening

Other Celebrations
1.
2.
3.
4.

bonfire
commemorate
costume
firework

5. display
6.
7.
8.
9.

flag
float
parade
procession

10. site

a location or place where something takes place
a large display, often with people aboard, used during a parade
an exhibition or to exhibit for other people
a large procession of many people often featuring floats,
marching bands, etc.
clothing that you wear as a disguise for fun to a party or other
event
a group of people walking through town or other area
to honor the memory of some important event
rocket which displays light display in the sky
a pennant showing colors or representing a nation or special
group of people
a large outdoor fire often held in autumn

a) We had all our friends over for a ___________________ in the garden last weekend.
b) Are you going to attend the _____________________ for Mr. Smith?
c) Jack and Lilly celebrated their 50th ___________________ with a large anniversary party for
all their family and friends.
d) I threw a surprise birthday ______________________ for my wife last year.
e) Today we _________________ all the soldiers lost in battle during the World War II.
f) Tom had a great ________________ on at the party. He was dressed as Dracula!
g) There was a solemn ________________ to the Town Hall to protest recent events.
h) They chose a beautiful _____________ for their anniversary party.
i) Do you know the date of Caroline and Matthew's ________________?
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B. Fill in the gaps using the words below.
1. On New Year’s Eve people go to parties and drink a lot of _______________.
2. The 1st of January is called _______________.
3. My mother always bakes a chocolate _______________ with _______________ on it for my birthday.
4. I usually ________________ a birthday party and _______________ all my friends.
5. At Christmas we _______________ the birth of Jesus Christ.
6. People put up a lot of _______________ for Christmas. They also give each other _______________.
7. I wish you a _______________ Christmas and a Happy ______ ________!
8. Easter is the most important _______________ in the Christian calendar.
9. Easter _______________ the resurrection of Jesus Christ.
10. In some countries parents tell their children the Easter _______________ has hidden chocolate
_______________ and they race to find them round the house or garden.
11. In some places children _______________ hard-boiled eggs at Easter time by painting them.
12. For Christians the egg is the symbol of Jesus’ ______________.
13. She was really frustrated when her husband forgot their wedding _______________.
14. _______________ traditionally involves presenting mothers with flowers, cards and other gifts.

cake, candles, marks, champagne, throw, celebrate, decoration, presents, New Year’s Day, Merry, Bunny,
New Year, Mother’s Day, festival, eggs, decorate, resurrection, invite, anniversary

EASTER HOLIDAYS
A. Fill in the blanks with the right forms of the verbs in brackets.
Last Easter holidays Jimmy and Paul ___________(go) camping in the mountain.
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They _________________(spend) a wonderful time there. They ______________(wake up) early in the
morning

and

then

they

________________(go)

for

a

walk.

In

the

village

they

__________________(buy) everything they _______________(need).
In the afternoon they ___________________(play) football, ____________(watch)
the birds and ________________(swim) in the river.
They ________________(not have) a TV set, so after dinner they ______________
(talk) for a while and then they ________________(go) to sleep.
One night, Jimmy _______________(have) a very strange dream: they ______(be)
by the river watching the moon.
Suddenly they ______________(hear) someone calling “Hello! Hello!” They _____________(turn)
around and they ______________(see) a strange creature.
It _____________(be) green and very small. He ________________( invite) them to go to his
spaceship. There they ______________(meet) other strange creatures and a beautiful princess.
They ______________(sit) down round a table and they _____________(eat) some strange food.
Jimmy _______________(drink) a glass of fruit juice. It ______________(taste) good so he
________________(ask) for another glass of it.
After a while he ______________(feel) a bit strange.
Oh, dear…he ________________(turn) green and small like the others. The princess
_______________(not be) beautiful anymore and she ______________(look) horrible.
What was happening?
He ________________(open) his eyes and … what a relief! It ___________(be) only a dream!
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Intensifiers:
We use words like very, really and extremely to make adjectives stronger:
My trip last summer was really memorable.
My family was very happy to spend time together when I was young.
Costa Ricans are extremely proud of their World Cup experience.

Practice: Describe a memorable Family event you had. Use intensifiers.

Simple Past

Past Perfect Simple

2nd column of irregular verbs

had + 3rd column of irregular verbs

Example:

Example:

I spoke

I had spoken
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regular verbs: infinitive + ed

regular verbs: form of have + infinitive + ed

Example:

Example:

I worked

I had worked
Exceptions

Exceptions when adding ed:


when the final letter is e, only add d
Example:
love - loved



after a short, stressed vowel, the final consonant is doubled
Example:
admit - admitted



final l is always doubled in British English (not in American English)
Example:
travel - travelled



after a consonant, final y becomes i (but: not after a vowel)
Example:
worry - worried
but: play - played

Simple Past

Past Perfect Simple

some time in the past

before/up to a certain time in the past

Example:

Example:

Jane got up at seven. She opened her birthday
presents and then the whole family went to the
zoo.

Before her sixth birthday, Jane
had never been to the zoo.
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Signal Words

Simple Past

Past Perfect Simple



first



By the time Iwas



then



before that day



ago





last year





the year before last



when



Examples:
The year before last we spent the summer on the beach.
By the time I was 12, I had seen all the provinces of Costa Rica.
Practice: Choose the correct Tense form.
1.- When Anne opened/had opened the door, she realized that somebody broke/had broken into.
2.- Elisa was very upset because her computer disappeared/had disappeared yesterday.
3.- My cousin promised/had promised me to bring me a souvenir from France last month.
5.- By the time Julia left/had left the shop, she spent/had spent all her money on clothes.
6.- I didn’t want to see that film because I saw/had seen it twice.
7.- Philip tidied/had tidied his bedroom before he left/had left for work.
8.- My husband did/had done the shopping after I called/had called him.
9.-Alfred had worked/worked in a bank for five years before he was sent to Rome.
10.-The judge said that she was guilty because she took/had taken the money for herself
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B. Write the simple Past or Past Perfect.
1.- Barbara …………… (live) in Greece for three years before she ………… (move) to Italy.

2.-My team …………….. (not win) the football match because they ……………. (play) badly.
3.-The teacher ……………. (punish) the student because he …….……. (be) very naughty.
4.-By winter, the new soap opera ……………. (become) the most popular show on TV.
5.-He …………… (mug) three passengers by the time the police …………….. (arrive)
6.-The pirates ……………. (hijack) an enormous ship two months ago in Somalia.
7.-The captain of the ship ………………….(surrender) because he ………… (hate) violence.
8.-The journalist …………. (interview) the famous actress before the TV…………. (come)
9.-Everyone ……………. (leave) the train before the bomb ……………… (explode)
10.- By the time my mum …………..… (prepare) lunch, we ………….. (lay) the table

Write about an event you will never forget with your family. Use all the topics studied.
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3. An Event I’ll Never Forget: in Costa Rica

Vocabulary: A new road/ bridge / highway / Arts Festival / Festival of the Light / National teams and
athletes’ participation in worldwide competitions.
The festival of lights is a great family activity that will get everyone in the Christmas spirit.
Costa Ricans are a religious people that love to celebrate the holiday season in style. There are many
festivals that take place close to Christmas, but none is as large or as brilliant as the Festival of Lights
in San Jose. Closing in on its 20th year, this city festival of floats, marching bands, fireworks, concerts,
theater, and of course lights gets bigger and better with each passing year. Over one million people
flock to the streets of San Jose to watch Mardi Gras style floats with colorfully dressed performers
pass by on their way down Paseo Colon and through Sabana Park. If rubbing elbows with big crowds
is not your cup of tea, you can watch the parade on national TV similar to the coverage the Macy's
Thanksgiving Parade in the United States, but we suggest getting out there and experiencing the
cheer that most Costa Ricans have during the holidays.

The International Festival of the Arts 2017 will be taking place June 29th through July 9th, 2017, and
for this year’s edition the Artistic and Cultural Production Center, part of the Ministy of Culture and
Youth has opened the period for reception of proposals for participation in the XV edition of the
International Art Festival (FIA 17).
The FIA is the biggest cultural and artistic even in Costa Rica, and it has favored the exchange between
artists and cultural corporations, benefiting the cultural sector and becoming an engine of
development for other areas of national production.
The current call is directed to artists and national groups of scenic arts, especially urban arts, including
theater, street theater, children theater, puppets, dance, urban dance, aerial dance, circus, clown,
storytelling, magic, multidisciplinary formats, music, parades and performance.
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Bridge to Heredia will be named Yolanda Oreamuno
President Luis Solís announced that the new bridges built in the route that communicates Uruca with
Heredia will bear the name of Yolanda Oreamuno. However, when doing a small survey, Costa Ricans
seem to have no idea who it is.
Yolanda Oreamundo is a Costa Rican writer who ventured into different genres such as novel and
essays, and even promoted cultural journalism. That is the image the government wants to promote.
She was born in San José on April 8th, 1916, and her work was noted for being critical of the
patriarchal codes and allowed to open the national literature towards a more psychological and
intimate narrative. Oreamuno had the possibility of living in Guatemala, Mexico, Chile and the United
States. At the age of 20, in 1936, she published her first short story “La lagartija de la panza blanca”
and also “Para Revenar. No para Max Jiménez. “
She died July 8th in 1956 in Mexico at the home of the Costa Rican poet Eunice Odio, who was her
friend.
The bridges that bear this name are expected to operate on March 7th with four lanes, two per
direction, to travel to and from Heredia, which is expected to translate into a decrease in traffic jams
caused by the works in La Platina.
The expansion of the road between Pozuelo and Jardines del Recuerdo required an investment of $
8.6 million, or approximately 4.6 billion colones.
Practice: Complete the chart with the information below.
Where is celebrated

How is it celebrated

When is it celebrated

The International
Festival of the Arts

The festival of lights
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1. The new bridge Yolanda Oreamuno communicates: _______________________
2. Who was Yolanda Oreamuno? ________________________________________

Comparatives and superlatives forms of adverbs
That was the day I enjoyed the most.
We enjoyed this vacation to the fullest.
That was the moment I remember best.

Here are three ways in which the comparative and superlative of adverbs are formed, depending on
the spelling of the base adverb:
Adverbs ending in -ly
Add the word more to make the comparative, and the word most to make the superlative:
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adverb

comparative

superlative

slowly

more slowly

most slowly

happily

more happily

most happily

Adverbs with the same form as an adjective
These form their comparatives and superlatives by adding the endings -er and -est. If the adverb ends
in -y, then you change the y to an i before adding -er or -est; if the adverb has one syllable and ends
in -e, then you just add the ending -r or -st:
The most common adverbs of this type are:
early

earlier

earliest

fast

faster

fastest

hard

harder

hardest

high

higher

highest

late

later

latest

long

longer

longest

low

lower

lowest

near

nearer

nearest

soon

sooner

soonest

Irregular comparatives and superlatives
Some common adverbs have irregular comparatives and superlatives that you just have to learn. Most
dictionaries will also give these spellings if you’re not sure:
badly

worse

worst

well

better

best

little

less

least

much

more

most

far

farther (or further)

farthest (or furthest)
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Practice: Answer the questions below.
What was the most memorable vacation you ever had?
What were the best activities you remember?

Fill in the correct adverb form (comparative or superlative) of the adjectives in brackets.
1. I speak English (fluent) more fluently now than last year.
2. She greeted me (polite) ________________ of all.
3. She smiled (happy) _______________ than before.
4. This girl dances (graceful) ______________ of all.
5. Could you write (clear) ___________________ of?
6. Planes can fly (high) _________________ than birds.
7. He had an accident last year. Now, he drives (careful) __________ than before.
8. Jim can run (fast) ___________________ than John.
9. Our team played (bad) ___________________ of all.
10. He worked (hard) _________________ than ever before.

4. An Event I’ll Never Forget: in the World

FIFA World Cup, Music Awards, Nobel prize winner/nominee, world`s wonders, high tech invention
unforgettable, memorable, impact, influence, effect, bring to mind, take into account, event,
occasion, incident, result.
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World Cup
The FIFA World Cup, occasionally called the Football World Cup, but usually referred to simply as the
World Cup, is an international football competition contested by the men's national teams of the
members of Fédération Internationale de Football Association (FIFA), the sport's global governing body.
The championship has been awarded every four years since the first tournament in 1930, except in
1942 and 1946 when it was not contested because of World War II.
The current format of the tournament involves 32 teams competing for the title at venues within the
host nation(s) over a period of about a month – this phase is often called the World Cup Finals. A
qualification phase, which currently takes place over the preceding three years, is used to determine
which teams qualify for the tournament together with the host nation(s). The World Cup is the most
widely-viewed sporting event in the world, with an estimated 715.1 million people watching the 2006
final.
The 19 World Cup tournaments have been won by eight different national teams. Brazil have won five
times, and they are the only team to have played in every tournament. The other World Cup winners
are Italy, with four titles; Germany with three titles; Argentina and inaugural winners Uruguay, with two
titles
each;
and
England,
France,
and
Spain,
with
one
title
each.
The World Cup is among the world's most widely viewed sporting events; an estimated 715.1 million
people watched the final match of the 2006 FIFA World Cup held in Germany.
The most recent World Cup was held in South Africa in 2010. The next three World Cups will be hosted
by Brazil in 2014, Russia in 2018, and Qatar in 2022.
Questions about the text
1. The tournament takes place every four years.
True.
False.
We don't know.
2. In 1942 the World Cup was not played.
True.
False.
We don't know.
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3. There are 32 teams playing the World Cup.
True.
False.
We don't know.
4. Only eight nations have ever won the championship.
True.
False.
We don't know.

Apple Watch

Pressing the crown wheel
To be released in early 2015 is the Apple Watch, not called as you might expect the iwatch, will probably
see many people stop using their smart phone as much, but soon start using a smart watch.
There will be three different styles of Apple Watch to choose from in two sizes each.
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Which style do you prefer?
The crown wheel on the watch is a circular button on the side which is pressed and turned to use the
watch, and under that is another button that you press to talk to people, called the talk button.

Crown wheel and talk button on the side
When you have a message or social media updates the strap will vibrate in different ways. The watch
on the back has some sensors and knows how much exercise you are doing, your heart rate and how
many calories you have burned, the idea is to help people live a healthier lifestyle.
The watch is said to be very accurate as it checks the time against global time and always changes the
time wherever you are by using GPS. The battery life is said to probably be about a day, so it will need
to be charged every night.
As well as this you can of course make phone calls on the watch, send texts, emails, and you can use it
to buy things, with a built-in payment system connected to your credit card. It also works to control the
music on your iphone or see what your iphone camera sees.
The retail price is expected to be about $349 US dollars.
True, False or Not Given?
1. The talk button is on the side of the watch.
2. You will have to set the time yourself.
3. The watch has a camera.
4. The watch knows how much exercise you are doing.
5. The watch will be released in March 2015.
6. The watch isn’t very accurate.
7. You can buy things with the watch.
8. The watch will cost 500 dollars.
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Questions with question words in Simple Past
Question
word

Auxiliary

Subject

Verb

What

did

you

play

yesterday
evening?

I played computer
games.

When

did

she

meet

her boyfriend?

She met him
yesterday.

Where

did

they

go

after the
match?

They went to a café.

Question word + to be
Where were you

Rest

+Subject

yesterday?

Answer

+ Rest Answer

I was at the cinema.
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Practice: Answer the questions about an event in the world, you will never forget.
What was the event?
Why did you decide to celebrate it?
How did you celebrate it ?
What other places did you visit?
When did that world event happen?

Phonology
minimal pair sounds: æ / ʌ
A minimal pair is a pair of words that vary by only a single sound, usually meaning sounds that may
confuse English learners. as in bat and but
Below is a list of words that vary only by one having the sound /æ/ and the other the sound /ʌ/.
æ/ and /ʌ/ are the two closest vowel sounds in English and so it is very difficult to hear and
pronounce the difference. In fact, in some American accents there is no distinction between the two.
It is still worth language learners working on the difference between them, however, as there are
many words that vary only by this sound.
bat but
batter butter
cap cup
cat cut
match much

bad bud
began begun
drank drunk
fan fun
hat hut
ran run
swam swum

ankle uncle
back buck
badge budge
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Speaking
Practice: Listen to your teacher saying some words. Circle the minimal pairs.
1. Ran run
2. Cake take
3. Bye - buy
4. Cat – cut
5. Make – mate
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Chapter 6
Amazing Costa Rica!
Themes:
1. Beautiful Costa Rica
2. Hiking, Biking and Walking Around Costa Rica
3. Traveling Necessities
4. Planning My Perfect Vacation
Linguistic Competencies: Goals
Oral and Written Comprehension
Identify English language sounds using knowledge in phonics, syllabification and word parts.
Understand the most important information in short narratives with some illustrations as support.
Finds links and connections between events related to traveling in e-mails, web chats, postcards, or
short letters
Recognize verbal instructions related to the topic.
Discriminate key words related to the topic when a text is being read aloud.
Understand the main idea of media presentations on familiar events or places
Oral and Written Production
Suggest different things to do, places to go in his/her country.
Ask and answer simple questions about different tourist attractions.
Ask and answer simple questions about vacation plans.
Summarize a short story expressed in a simple sequence of events.
Describe simple steps to enjoy a touristic activity (e.g., “Then wear a life jacket and a pair of comfortable
shoes.”, “take a cold shower after enjoying the hot springs”).
Describe familiar places and tourist attractions using simple vocabulary and language constructions.
Write a timeline of a dreamed vacation.
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Write a brochure with the aid of a writing frame, checking written sentences to look for mistakes (e.g.
subject-verb agreement, capitalization, spelling, basic punctuation etc.).

1. Beautiful Costa Rica
Wildlife

Waterfalls

Cloud forest

Sea
Jungles

Beaches
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Volcanoes

Country side

There are beautiful attractions in Costa Rica.
There are rivers, volcanoes, etc.
The beaches are beautiful
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Practice: Write 10 sentences about attractions in Costa Rica. Use there is – there are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The present perfect is used to indicate a link between the present and the past. The time of the action
is before now but not specified, and we are often more interested in the result than in the action itself.
THE PRESENT PERFECT IS USED TO DESCRIBE






An action or situation that started in the past and continues in the present. I have lived in Bristol
since 1984 (= and I still do.)
An action performed during a period that has not yet finished. She has been to the cinema twice
this week (= and the week isn't over yet.)
A repeated action in an unspecified period between the past and now. We have visited Portugal
several times.
An action that was completed in the very recent past, expressed by 'just'. I have just finished my
work.
An action when the time is not important. He has read 'War and Peace'. (= the result of his
reading is important)

Note: When we want to give or ask details about when, where, who, we use the simple past. Read more
about choosing between the present perfect and the simple past tenses.
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ACTIONS STARTED IN THE PAST AND CONTINUING IN THE PRESENT





They haven't lived here for years.
She has worked in the bank for five years.
We have had the same car for ten years.
Have you played the piano since you were a child?

WHEN THE TIME PERIOD REFERRED TO HAS NOT FINISHED




I have worked hard this week.
It has rained a lot this year.
We haven't seen her today.

ACTIONS REPEATED IN AN UNSPECIFIED PERIOD BETWEEN THE PAST AND NOW.





They have seen that film six times
It has happened several times already.
She has visited them frequently.
We have eaten at that restaurant many times.

ACTIONS COMPLETED IN THE VERY RECENT PAST (+JUST)





Have you just finished work?
I have just eaten.
We have just seen her.
Has he just left?

WHEN THE PRECISE TIME OF THE ACTION IS NOT IMPORTANT OR NOT KNOWN




Someone has eaten my soup!
Have you seen 'Gone with the Wind'?
She's studied Japanese, Russian, and English.
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Taken from www.present.com

Information questions
Wh + have – has + subject + verb (past participle) + C
Examples:
Have you been to Sarapiquí? Yes, I have been. No, I haven’t
Where have you been?
I’ve been to Guanacaste
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Practice: Write yes- no questions with present perfect tense.
1. (ride) a horse

……………………………………………………………………………………………?

2. (eat) frogs’ legs ……………………………………………………………………………………………?
3. (see) a ghost

……………………………………………………………………………………………?

4. (go) to Disneyland …………………………………………………………………………………………?
5. (visit) an art museum ………………………………………………………………………………………?
6. (stay) in La fortuna …………………………………………………………………………………………..?

B. Choose the correct option.
1 I have / has already finished my homework.
2 My son have / has just started the university.
3 The Black family have / has gone to the seaside.
4 Dad haven’t / hasn’t watered the plants.
5 Have / Has Sam ever been to the USA?
6 Our English teachers have / has never ridden a horse.
7 Ann, Frank and Jim have / has bought a new house.
8 Have / Has you taken the dog for a walk?
9 The weather have / has been terrible since yesterday.
10 My little sister have / has just stopped crying.

Make present perfect questions.
1 your father / pay the bill? _______________________
2 Peter / lose his keys? __________________________
3 Susan / come back? ____________________________
4 you / hear about Mary? _________________________
5 everybody / go home? __________________________
6 what / John / tell his teacher? ___________________
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7 where / your neighbours / go? ____________________
8 why / you / get lots of presents? __________________
9 what / your mother / cook for dinner? ______________
10 where / Diana / put her bag? ____________________
Make present perfect sentences.
1 Ernie / break / his leg / four times ____________________________
2 I / never / fly a kite ____________________________
3 your brother / ever / eat / snails? ____________________________
4 our friends / not play / volleyball / this month __________________________________
5 he / borrow / your pen? __________________________________
6 my father / never / read / romantic books __________________________________
7 I / not see / Julia / this morning __________________________________
8 Mrs Salwick / ever / write a book? __________________________________
9 my family / lived / in this town / for 6 years __________________________________
10 your grandma / ever / ride a bike ? __________________________________
Let’s talk about EXPERIENCES. Answer the questions below.
1. Have you ever been in Guanacaste?
2. Where have you been?
3. What kind of food have eaten ?
4. What activities have you done there?

2. Hiking, Biking and Walking Around Costa Rica
Vocabulary:
Visiting national parks, seeing volcanoes, surfing, watching large
crocodiles, getting a tan on beautiful beaches, hiking, camping, bird
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watching, rafting on rivers, canopy tours, hot springs, scuba diving,
sport fishing, kayaking, golfing

More Vocabulary:
accomodation

alojamiento

admission fee

costo de la entrada

brochure

folleto

camping site, campsite

sitio para acampar

car rental (US)

alquiler de autos

car hire (GB)

alquiler de autos

car park (GB)

estacionamiento

caravan

casa rodante, rulot, caravana

city centre (GB)

centro de la ciudad

cruise

crucero

double room

habitación doble

double room with twin beds

habitación doble con dos camas

downtown (US)

centro de la ciudad

flight

vuelo

fortnight

quincena

guesthouse

casa de huéspedes, pensión

guide

guía

high season

temporada alta

hiking trail

sendero de caminata

holidays (GB)

vacaciones

holidaymaker

veraneante, turista

hostel

hostal

hotel

hotel

hotel chain

cadena de hoteles

inn

posada

low season

temporada baja

motor-home

casa rodante

one-way ticket (US)

viaje de ida

package deal

paquete

parking lot (US)

estacionamiento

resort

lugar de vacaciones
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return ticket (GB)

viaje de ida y vuelta

round ticket (US)

viaje de ida y vuelta

season

temporada

sightseeing tour

visita con guía

single ticket (GB)

viaje de ida

single room

habitación simple

sightseer

turista, excursionista

ski resort

estación de esquí

sun lotion

bronceador

sunglasses

gafas de sol

sunblock

filtro solar

sunburn

quemadura de sol

theme park

parque de diversiones

time-sharing

tiempo compartido

tour operator

empresa de viajes

tourist office

oficina de turismo

travel agency

agencia de viajes

travel agent

agente de viajes

vacation (US)

vacaciones

voyage

viaje (en barco o nave espacial)

waiting list

lista de espera

youth hostel

albergue juvenil

to book

reservar

to confirm

confirmar

to drive

conducir

to fly

volar

to go on holiday (GB) / vacation (US)

irse de vacaciones

to go abroad

irse al extranjero

to go camping

ir de camping

to go climbing

ir a escalar

to go hiking

ir a dar una caminata

to go mountaineering

hacer alpinismo

to go sightseeing

visitar lugares de interés

to go skiing

ir a esquiar

to go swimming

ir a nadar

to go to the beach

ir a la playa

to have a good time

pasarlo bien

to have a bad time

pasarlo mal
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to make a reservation

reservar

to hold a reservation

mantener una reserva

to plan

organizar

to rent a car

alquilar un auto

to stay

permanecer

to sunbathe

tomar sol

to take a holiday (GB) / vacation (US)

tomarse vacaciones

to take a photograph

tomar una fotografía

to travel

viajar
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Taken from www. future+tense+will+forms
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Time expressions:
Next week, month, year, Monday, summer…
Tomorrow
This evening, weekend

Practice: Circle the correct answer
1. Oh look! It is going to/ will snow soon.
2. Next summer I am going to/ will backpack around Europe.
3. Ring! Ring! I am going to/ I’ll answer it.
4. I think our team is going to/ will win the match.
5. In 2055 robots are going to/ will be our teachers.
6. Tonight we are going to have/ will have a birthday party for my brother.
7. Sponge Bob is going to/ will work at the Crabby Patty tonight.
8. My friends are going to/ will go to the movies tonight.
9. I doubt that he is going to/ will pass the English test.
10. He is going to/ will study for the test tomorrow.
11. Be careful! You are going to/ will drop the dishes.
12. During summer vacation we are going to/ will go swimming every day.
13. I’m sure that you are going to/ will find your lost ring.
14. I am going to/ will help you carry your books.
15. Look out! That dog is going to/ will bite you if you get near him.
Practice: Answer the questions. Use your personal opinions
1. What are you going to do on your next vacation?
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
2. What will you do on first day of vacation?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
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The First Conditional
The first conditional has the present simple after 'if', then the future simple in the other clause:


if + present simple, ... will + infinitive

It's used to talk about things which might happen in the future. Of course, we can't know what will
happen in the future, but this describes possible things, which could easily come true.





If it rains, I won't go to the park.
If I study today, I'll go to the party tonight.
If I visit Guanacaste, I will go to the beach.
If I visit Cartago, I am going to visit the Irazú Volcano

Complete the Conditional Sentences (Type I) by putting the verbs into the correct form.
1. If you (send) ______________ this letter now, she (receive) ______________ it tomorrow.
2. If I (do) ________ this test, I (improve) ______________ my English.
3. If I (find) ________ your ring, I (give) ____________ it back to you.
4. Simon (go) ______________ to London next week if he (get) __________ a cheap flight.
5. If it (rain) _________ tomorrow, I (have to / not) ___________ (water) the plants.

Readings
Are you planning a trip to Costa Rica but not sure which activities to do? We know the feeling! It’s
hard to pick just a few when there are so many amazing things to do. And with Costa Rica’s many lush
jungles, impressive volcanoes and hidden beaches, you can have an unforgettable vacation
experiencing nature like you never have before.
To help you narrow it all down, here are our top fifty things to do in Costa Rica. You can find a good
mix of adventure, cultural, touristic and local activities and will give you a better idea of which
activities in Costa Rica you want to tick off your list.
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1. Go horseback riding
Horseback riding is a common activity in Costa Rica to do at the beach or the mountains. It’s a fun way
to see the Costa Rican landscapes and scenery and is a great group activity.
Horseback riding in Rincon de la Vieja National Park
You can horseback ride in nearly every touristic destination in the country and it’s one of the best
things to do in Guanacaste where there are a handful of haciendas (farms). Many of the local farmers
rent out their horses for tours and costs anywhere from $35 -55 depending on how long the tour is
and where it takes you. In Playa Samara, you can do the epic horseback ride gallop on the beach
during sunset!
You don’t need to have previous horseback riding experience as these horses are calm and know
where to go.
2. Go ziplining
Ziplining is one of the essential things to do in Costa Rica (read why every traveler should go ziplining
in Costa Rica). You really can’t visit Costa Rica and not zipline since they are world famous for their
long cables with spectacular views.
Ziplining in Monteverde
If you’re scared of heights, don’t worry. Ziplining in Costa Rica doesn’t automatically mean every one
is the highest or tallest. There are short canopy tours and for the thrill seeker, they will love the
kilometer long cables at Selvatura Park in Monteverde, Sky Adventures in Monteverde and Arenal or
the new Diamante Adventures in Guanacaste with the longest ocean view zipline!
Canopy tours cost from $35 to $75 depending on if you need transportation and if you combine it
with other activities. If there is any one adventure activity to do in Costa Rica, it is ziplining!
3. Sunset cruise
This is one of the most relaxing and romantic things to do in Costa Rica: go on a sunset cruise and it’s
particularly popular in Guanacaste because of the beautiful beaches up and down the Pacific coast.
You can also go in Manuel Antonio and Playa Herradura/Jaco.
Sunset sailing Playa Tamarindo
Nearly every beach town on the Pacific Coast like Playas del Coco and Playa Tamarindo offers sunset
cruises as a way to experience the ocean. Most offer snorkeling, drinks and snacks and there is a good
chance to see dolphins, whales when in season and other marine wildlife.
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Sunset sailing cruises run from around $70-85 per person and usually include snorkel equipment,
fruit, water, drinks and snacks. It’s a super romantic activity in Costa Rica as you sail under a beautiful
sunset, cuddling up with your loved one.
4. Snorkel or Scuba Dive
Snorkeling is a must-do activity in Costa Rica, especially in northern Guanacaste and the Caribbean
during certain times of the year. If you’re a scuba diver, you can’t miss up on the opportunity to dive
at some of the best sites in Central America such as Bat Islands, Cano Islandand Catalina Islands.
Snorkeling
For those who want experience the best dive site, head to Cocos Island, a World Heritage Site that
houses huge populations of hammerhead sharks, giana mantas, yellowfin tuna and more. It takes a
couple days on a boat to get there and it’s fairly expensive but it’s definitely an activity in Costa Rica
that not many people do and is one for the world bucket list.
A 2 tank dive costs roughly $115 and the best towns to stay at for scuba diving are Playa Flamingo,
Playas del Coco, Uvita, Playa Ocotal and Playa Tamarindo. You can also scuba dive in Manuel Antonio
and Drake Bay.
5. Go boating
Boating is the best way to see islands and hidden beaches and it’s one of our top things to do in Costa
Rica when we have friends or family in town.
Boating in Gulf of Papagayo
So if you’re visiting the coasts of Costa Rica, boating is an awesome day trip to beach hop, snorkel and
enjoy a day out in the ocean.
A private half day snorkeling/beach hopping tour costs around $90 per person for 2 people or you can
take the catamaran cruises in the morning to go snorkeling which are around $80 per person.
6. Golf
Costa Rica has certainly stepped up in its golfing game and you can find internationally recognized
courses across the country. Many of them are on a resort’s property but anyone can purchase a day
pass.
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Golfing at Marriott
Golf lovers will want to check out the courses up in Guanacaste such as Hacienda Pinilla or Four
Seasons since they offer some pretty awesome views. The Reserva Conchal also has a great golf
course that hosts PGA tournaments for Latin America. You can be hitting birdies while overlooking the
Pacific ocean!
7. Surf
People from all over the world come to Costa Rica just to surf because the waves here are some of
the best in Latin America. Some of the best beaches are Pavones, Playa Jaco, Santa Teresa, Playa
Hermosa, Playa Avellanas, Playa Tamarindo and Playa Grande but this is just a small sampling of the
huge number of great surfing beaches here as you can see!
Surfing at Playa Jaco
There are plenty of surf camps and surf vacations if you want to dedicate more than one day to learn
or you can sign up for a one day lesson. A 2 hour group surf lessons costs around $55 or you can rent
a board for as little as $12 a day.
8. Rappel down a waterfall (canyoning)
This is a the perfect adventure activity in Costa Rica – rappelling down waterfalls up to 200 feet! It
might be a bit too much for the ones with acrophobia but the surge of adrenaline flowing through
your body takes over and all sense of fear is lost.
Rappelling down waterfalls in Arenal
Not only is it an adventure of a lifetime but you get to jump down right into the heart of a beautiful
Costa Rican forest. It’s more exciting than ziplining in my opinion and it’s one of our favorite things to
do in Costa Rica.
Canyoning is really popular in the La Fortuna/Arenal area as well as outside Playa Hermosa by Jaco.
Our favorite is Pure Trek in Arenal, the first waterfall they take you to is nearly 200 feet!
A canoyning tour costs around $100 with lunch.
9. Bike
Mountain biking in Costa Rica is one of the best with trails starting at a volcano and ending up at the
beach (Irazu to Guanacaste). The Ruta de Conquistedors is considered one of the toughest athletic
events in the world as it goes from Pacific to Atlantic.
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Yeison competing in mountain biking race
But if you’re not a hardcore biker, biking is a fun way to get around beach towns such as Puerto Viejo
or Playas del Coco. Many towns rent bikes for around $10 a day and it’s a great way to connect with
locals.
If you are a hard core mountain biker though, we highly recommend you visit Turrialba which is where
the start of the Ruta de Conquistadores is and it has the best mountain biking in Costa Rica.
10. Beach Hop
The coasts of Costa Rica are just full of gorgeous beaches and the reason why Guanacaste is
nicknamed the “golden coast.” You can find beaches of all characteristics: white sand, dark sand,
turquoise waters, clear waters, etc. So when you’re at the coast, definitely go beach hopping whether
it’s by boat or foot, it’s easily one of the cheapest and best things to do in Costa Rica!
On the Caribbean side, you can walk or rent a bike to go through the entire stretch of beach that is
Playa Negra, Cocles, Chiquita and Punta Uva, even Cahuita.
Playa Conchal top, Playa Hermosa bottom
The best part is that no beach is ever so full that you can’t find a spot to lay down and if you explore a
bit, you may even have a beach all to yourself. All beaches in Costa Rica are public. It’s easy to beach
hop as many are all right next to each other. Beach lovers will be in paradise exploring all the
beaches!
Find out what the best beaches in Costa Rica are!
11. Eat a Copo (or a churchill in Puntarenas)
A copo is a Costa Rican shaved ice treat that you can get on nearly every beach. It’s shaved ice with
kola syrup, powdered milk and condensed milk. Some versions called the churchill are more intense
with ice cream and fruit added on top.
Churchhills
Puntarenas is famous for churchills so the best place to get one is there. You can’t get a more local
dessert than that!
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12. Enjoy a Costa Rican holiday and watch the bull riding
There are 9 national holidays in Costa Rica with several more observances, anniversaries and
celebrations. Costa Ricans do love a good party and they know how to party hard! They make their
holiday weekend well worth it.
The Fiestas at Playas del Coco
The most popular festivities are the Palmares Fiestas, Zapote Fiestas and Puntarenas Carnaval.
Millions of people come to these celebrations from all over Central America every year. Some are
religious holidays, some are just a reason to have a good time. Bull riding is incredibly famous in Costa
Rica and they do it all year long with special events during Christmas.
For just $10-15, you can hop into the stadium with other daring locals and get chased around by a
bull! For those who want to experience local Costa Rica culture, this is one of the best (and most fun)
things to do in Costa Rica.
13. Go for a drive through the Central Valley
The landscapes in Costa Rica are simply breathtaking and you can see views just like this driving
through the Central Valley. Go off the map and explore the outskirts of big cities and beach towns to
experience something authentic and natural.
Poasito, local town by Poas Volcano
We drove through Zarcero, Sarchi, Grecia and San Ramon and it was a fantastic way to see small town
life, taste local goods and experience a less touristic area in Costa Rica.
14. Do a combination tour at Rincon de la Vieja National Park
If you’re short on time or want the best bang for your buck, there are several mega combo tours in
Costa Rica. We love Guachipelin at Rincon de la Vieja National Park in Guanacaste which consists of
ziplining, horseback riding, lunch, river tubing, hot springs and mud baths. It’s an awesome adventure
in Costa Rica that allows you to experience the power of a volcano and the dry tropical rain forest.
Guachipelin Combo Tour in Rincon de la Vieja National Park
There are different variations but for an action packed day, a combo tour will fill your need for
adventure! Many adventure parks offer combination packages or you can customize your own.
Combination tours cost around $90 and includes lunch, such a great value! If you need transportation,
tour companies charge around $140-150.
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15. Ride a tram through the forest
There are a few trams in Costa Rica that take you through the forest up to stunning views. For those
who aren’t big hikers or want a relaxing way to see nature, the tram is the best.
Aerial tram at Rainforest Adventures Caribbean
Along the way, it’s possible to see various birds, monkeys and other wildlife and it’s great to go with a
guide who can point out the different plants and flowers you see. And always, at the top is a great
view!
Sky Tram at Arenal and Monteverde are excellent ones and Rainforest Adventures Atlantico has an
incredible one up the Caribbean side and in the Central Pacific.
16. Learn about the mysterious stone spheres
Down in the Osa Peninsula is Finca 6, a museum dedicated to the stone spheres of Costa Rica. The
purpose of the spheres have not yet been determined and are a designated UNESCO World Heritage
Site.
Stone spheres at Finca 6
This is a great off the beaten path activity near Sierpe and incredibly interesting. It’s also an excellent
cheap activity in Costa Rica too as the entrance fee to the museum is only $6 for adults and $4 for
students. You will need your own transportation however or you can book with a tour guide which
will cost more but it’s worth it so you can learn more.
17. SUP
Stand up paddle boarding is becoming more popular in Costa Rica and you can rent a board and go on
your own or take a class.
SUP at Playa Mantas
If you’re not much of a surfer but still want to get out in the water, SUP is one way to go. It’s a good
workout for your whole body and a fun way to enjoy the ocean. Some of the best spots are at Playa
Manta, Playa Panama and Playa Platanares for their very calm waters.
A board rental varies in cost whether you rent from a company or a hotel. A lesson in Playas del Coco
costs $30 for 1 hour.
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18. Visit Catarata Llanos de Cortes
This is one of the best waterfalls in Guanacaste, the stunning Catarata Llanos de Cortes. It’s one of our
favorite things to do in Liberia, Costa Rica since it’s only 20 minutes from the city and the best way to
cool off on a hot day.
Catarata Llanos de Cortes
This small but powerful waterfall has lots to enjoy besides the water. You can climb up the rocks and
sit under the water when it’s dry season or you can hike to the top. Another awesome thing about
this waterfall is that it’s only $2! Many waterfalls in Costa Rica have a high admission fee because they
are on private property, but this one is still very cheap.
According to the readings below. Answer the questions. Use the first conditional.
1. What do you do if you go to the Fiesta at playas del Coco?
2. What do you do if you go to the tour in Ricon de la Vieja?
3. What do you eat if you visit Puntarenas?
4. What beaches will you visit on the Caribbean side?

3.Traveling Necessities

What to wear, what to take, what to do?
Vocabulary:
amphibian hikers, hiking or walking shoes, beach sandals, flip-flops, T-shirts, long sleeved T-shirts (for
sunburn protection, hiking, and fishing), pairs of shorts, swimsuits, sarong, long pants, pairs of
underwear, pairs of socks, light weight jacket, baseball cap, map, guidebook, money belt and passport
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Taken from viglon
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Readings

Cahuita National Park Snorkeling - Tour #CBPV01
Cahuita National Park features the only mature coral reef on the Caribbean coast of Costa
Rica. This reef spreads out like a fan off Cahuita Point and measures about 240 hectares. Both elk
horn and smooth brain corals are the most prevalent species on the reef along with a wide variety of
other marine life. A boat will take you to the best snorkeling spots. This tour may also be combined
with a hike.
Includes: Transportation from your local hotel, boat transportation, Park entrance fee, snorkel
equipment, tropical fruit snack
Required Gear: Sunscreen, swimsuit, towel, hat, sunglasses, bug repellent, drinking water. If the
tour
includes a hike, sturdy shoes or sandals are also needed.
Duration: 5.5 hours. 8:30am – 2:00pm.Price: $75 per person.

Gandoca-Manzanillo Turtle Nesting - Tour #CBPV04
The Leatherback, the Hawksbill, the Green and occasionally the Loggerhead sea turtles make their
nest and lays their eggs on Gandoca-Manzanillo beaches. However, the giant Leatherback sea
turtle,
with a shell that can grow to over one and a half meters in length and can weigh as much or more
than
an adult bull cow, is the one who brings fame to these beaches. The nesting season runs from March
–
June.
Includes: Transportation from your local hotel, flashlights and a Caribbean dinner.
Required Gear: Dark clothing, long pants, insect repellent, drinking water, sturdy shoes or sandals.
Duration: 5 hours. 5:00 – 10:00pm.
Price: $120 per person.
Special Notes: Cameras are not allowed, flash can disturb the turtles’ nesting. Turtles are wild
animals and nest during this broad four-month season, seeing a turtle on any given night is not
guaranteed.
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Pacuare River White-Water Rafting - Tour #CBPV08
this trip gives you the ultimate blend of wilderness exposure and excitement. The Pacuare River
is world famous for its sheer beauty. A true river gorge, it is flanked by steep, green walls. You
see waterfalls cascading into the river from both sides as colorful tropical birds fly right over your
head.
Amazing views of the virgin tropical rainforest appear before your eyes as you descend this true
exploratory land. The white water is equally exciting. The amount of rapids covered in this
outstanding
descent make it one of the most memorable rivers you’ll ever run.
Includes: Transportation from your local hotel, breakfast, and lunch on the river, safety
equipment & a
professional river guide.
Required Gear: Tennis shoes or “teva” style sandals (no flip-flops), sunscreen, hat, swimsuit,
drinking
water, towel & a change of dry clothes.
Duration: 11 hours. 6:00am – 5:00pm
Price: $95 per person. May return to San Jose for no additional charge.

Local Caribbean Recreational Fishing -Tour #CBPV11
Typical local Caribbean fishing is done in a canoe boat. Live bait is used to catch tarpon, red
snapper,
mackerel, jack fish, kingfish, blue tuna, and June fish, among others.
Includes: Transportation from your local hotel, fishing gear, boat, Caribbean style breakfast & a
tropical fruit snack.
Required Gear: Sunscreen, hat, sunglasses, swimsuit, towel, drinking water.
Duration: 6 hours. 6:00am – 12:00noon.
Price: $130 per person. All fish meeting size requirements may be taken home.
Taken from Marcela Rojas

A. According to the information answer the following questions
1. What does the Cahuita National Park Snorkeling Tour include?
2. What is the duration of Tour # CBPV11?
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3. Which is the price of Tour #CBPV04?
4. What are the requirements for Tour #CBPV08?
5. In which tour cameras are not allowed and why?
6. What is the most expensive tour in the Caribbean zone?
7. Which tour would you recommend? Why?
8. Which tour offers Amazing views of the virgin tropical rainforest?
B. Complete the chart with the information from the cutouts
Name of the tour
Duration
Price
Includes

Required gear

Pacuare River
White-Water
Rafting - Tour

Transportation,
flashlight, and
Caribbean dinner.

From 6:00am
to 5:00 pm

$130 per
person
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According to the tourist activities information put the correct number for each picture

2
1

From zip line to zip line soaring high above the Costa
Rican Tropical Rainforest, these tours are sure to keep
you entertained. Canopy Tours are fun for the whole
family, and are very safe.

On your new adventure you will wind along the
Carbon River, take a break at gorgeous waterfalls,
and visit local indigenous communities. At The Real
Deal Tours Costa Rica, we offer the best ATV Tours
on the Caribbean side of Costa Rica and the best
rates.

4

Kayaking give you the opportunity to enjoy the Caribbean
region of Costa Rica from the comfort of a personal watercraft.
No gas required! You are encouraged to enjoy this
beautiful sport in your own way.

Riding a horse allow travelers to experience several
spectacular places within the course of a few hours or a
few days. These tours are excellent opportunities for bird
watching and getting close to timid wildlife.

3

6
5
The spectacular scenic rivers truly lend
themselves and attract thousands of river
runners each year who come in search of
adventure and relaxation.

The reef spreads out like a fan off Cahuita Point and measures
about 618 acres. The most prevalent species of coral on the reef
are the elk horn and the smooth brain coral but you will also see
a wide variety of marine life.
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4. Planning my perfect vacation
Read the following questions and then begin a conversation with your partner
1. How often do you have vacations?
2. What vacations do you prefer more: winter or summer?
3. Do you usually stay at home, travel, go to campsites or do something else on holiday?
4. Describe the best and the worst vacations you have ever had.
5. If you could go on holiday with anyone in the world, who would it be, where would you go,
and what would you do?
6. Have you ever been to a beach? Tell an interesting story that happened to you on the beach.

Practice: Write about you dream vacations. Apply the vocabulary studied.
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
My Dream Vacation
My name is Sara and I am going to tell you about my dream vacation. I always dream about going to
Egypt. Maybe it is just in my imagination, but I have everything already planned.
I am going to go with my mother and my sister, I´m going to leave Costa Rica early in the morning. I´m
going to arrive there during the morning of the next day because I have to take different flights: first,
from Costa Rica to the United States, then on to Spain and finally to Egypt. I´m going to stay there for
two weeks. I think, I will ride a camel or I will try the exotic food.
Also, I’m going to visit the pyramids which have to be amazing. I’m going to carry fresh clothes like
shorts, sandals and a big hat because it´s really hot there. I am not going to buy many things because
people say everything is very expensive I prefer to take a lot of pictures with my new camera and have
fun with my mother and sister. I´m sure I´m going to enjoy my vacation a lot.
Instructions:
A-Read the Paragraph about Sara´s dream vacation and then answer the question according to the
reading. (Long answer)
1. Where is Sara going to go?
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2. Who is Sara going with?
3. How long is Sara going to stay there?
4. What kind of clothing is Sara going to carry?
5. How is Sara going to get there? (transportation)
6. When is she going to leave?
7. When is she going to arrive there?
8. Which activities she is going to do there?
9. What will Sara try in Egypt?
10. What kind of animal will she ride there?
B- Plan your own dream vacation to your favorite place in the world. Write a small paragraph about
the trip you are planning base on the Sara´s dream vacation. (Use will and be going to)
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LIST OF REGULAR AND IIREGULAR VERBS

Presentamos aquí una lista de verbos para ambos niveles. Por cada verbo se incluye:





el infinitivo
la forma del Simple Past (Pasado Simple, por ejemplo: I arrived yesterday)
el past participle (Participio pasado, que se utiliza en el tiempo Present Perfect, por
ejemplo: I have broken a glass)
su traducción al español

Los verbos regulares forman el Simple Past y el Past Participle agregando -ed al infinitivo. Los verbos
irregulares no siguen esta regla y deberás aprenderlos de memoria (se encuentran marcados con i).

Infinitive

Simple Past

Past Participle

Spanish

answer

answered

answered

responder

arrive

arrived

arrived

llegar

ask

asked

asked

preguntar

be i

was / were

been

ser

borrow

borrowed

borrowed

tomar prestado

break i

broke

broken

romper

buy i

bought

bought

comprar

catch i

caught

caught

atrapar

clean

cleaned

cleaned

limpiar

climb

climbed

climbed

escalar

collect

collected

collected

colleccionar

come i

came

come

venir

compose

composed

composed

componer

cook

cooked

cooked

cocinar

cut i

cut

cut

cortar

dance

danced

danced

bailar

describe

described

described

describir

discover

discovered

discovered

descubrir

do i

did

done

hacer

drink i

drank

drunk

beber

drive i

drove

driven

conducir

eat i

ate

eaten

comer

enjoy

enjoyed

enjoyed

disfrutar
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fall i

fell

fallen

caer

feel i

felt

felt

sentir

find i

found

found

encontrar

fly i

flew

flown

volar

forget i

forgot

forgotten

olvidar

give i

gave

given

dar

go i

went

gone

ir

happen

happened

happened

suceder

have i

had

had

tener

help

helped

helped

ayudar

hurt i

hurt

hurt

herir, doler

invent

invented

invented

inventar

invite

invited

invited

invitar

kill

killed

killed

matar

know i

knew

known

saber

lend i

lent

lent

prestar

leave i

left

left

dejar

lie i

lay

lain

yacer

like

liked

liked

gustar

live

lived

lived

vivir

look

looked

looked

mirar

love

loved

loved

amar

make i

made

made

hacer

meet i

met

met

conocer, encontrar

miss

missed

missed

perder, extrañar

open

opened

opened

abrir

pack

packed

packed

empacar

pay i

paid

paid

pagar

phone

phoned

phoned

llamar por teléfono

play

played

played

jugar

prefer

preferred

preferred

preferir

prepare

prepared

prepared

preparar

push

pushed

pushed

empujar

put i

put

put

poner

rain

rained

rained

llover

read i

read

read

leer

remember

remembered

remembered

recordar

rent

rented

rented

alquilar

rescue

rescued

rescued

rescatar
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return

returned

returned

volver, devolver

ring i

rang

rung

llamar por teléfono

save

saved

saved

ahorrar

say i

said

said

decir

search

searched

searched

buscar

see i

saw

seen

ver

sell i

sold

sold

vender

sit i

sat

sat

sentarse

skate

skated

skated

patinar

ski

skied

skied

esquiar

sleep i

slept

slept

dormir

smell

smelled

smelled

oler

speak i

spoke

spoken

hablar

spend i

spent

spent

gastar

start

started

started

comenzar

stay

stayed

stayed

quedarse

stop

stopped

stopped

detener

study

studied

studied

estudiar

survive

survived

survived

sobrevivir

swim i

swam

swum

nadar

take i

took

taken

tomar

talk

talked

talked

hablar

teach i

taught

taught

enseñar

tell i

told

told

decir

think i

thought

thought

pensar

throw i

threw

thrown

lanzar

touch

touched

touched

tocar

try

tried

tried

intentar

understand i

understood

understood

entender

use

used

used

usar

visit

visited

visited

visitar

wait

waited

waited

esperar

walk

walked

walked

caminar

want

wanted

wanted

querer

wash

washed

washed

lavar

watch

watched

watched

mirar

wear i

wore

worn

llevar puesto

work

worked

worked

trabajar

write i

wrote

written

escribir
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